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By GREG GUTES
Flo Leibowitz uised to swim a lot when she was

younger. and enjo:yed it. She holds the rank of
Water Safety Instructor, and has the certification
to become a lifeguard. So, last spring, when she
heard from a frie!nd that an aquatic sports gym
course was being offered this fall, she decided to
register for it.

The course wa s PEM 125 - for men only. But
she received the course on her schedule, and had
every intention of taking it, despite the sex

deieation. '

"I figured I might get a few laughs and'
wisecracks the first day, but that would be it " she

sd."I didn't fliink they would make much of a
fuse about it.$'

She thought wrong. "I showed up for the course
the first clay and the instructor (Ken Lee) walked
in, smiled and said, 'You can't stay here.' When I-

Baseball Team Starts

S eason On Dismal Note

- See Story Page 1 7
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See Story on Page 3.
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asked Why, he sent me to [Department Chairman
Les ] Thompson. "

She explained the situation to Thompson, who,
according to Leibowitz, said that the Athletic
department couldn't give her physical protection.
"You have breasts. You might get hit in them and
develop cancer," he told her.

Later, Thompson said, "To have males and
females in combat in contact sports, we're not
equipped to handle. It comes down to her breasts.
They're exposed and we can't give her any
protection. She may be able to swim better than
any of the guys, but we can't do it. It's just a
matter of safety, really.

"To throw her in with 15 guys would be a
burden to the guys, the instructor, and ultimately
to me. I feel for her, but I have to make a call on
the thing.

"She may be willing, but I can't let her be
willing."

(Continued on Page 17)
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standards of the nation," and
felt that many question were left
unanswered by the federal grand
jury investigation.

These questions raised,
according to the Democratic
candidate, were the following:
who ordered the actual act ' of
bugging, who paid for it, how
themoney got from the
president's re-election
committee into the bank
account of one of the men
arrested, and who received the
account of the tapped bugging
conversation.

McGovem also reiterated his
request for Nixon to appoint an
"impartial" investigator. He
proposed the names of former
Chief Justice Earl Warren or
New York City Counsel J. Lee
Rankin, both members of the
Republican party who, he
added, would be respected by
both parties.

the offices.
The Democratc presidential

nominee, leading from a
prepared statement, said the
"from the first count to the
last." the indictments "spelU
whitewash.

"And I suggest," he added, &a
that this blatant miscariage of
justice was ordered by the White
House to spare them
embarrassment in an election
year."

The two former White House
aides indicted were G. Gordon
Liddy, formerly presidential
assistant on domestic affairs who
was counsel to the finance
cabinet of the Committee for
the Re-election of the President,
and E. Howard Hunt, Jr. a
former consultant to the White
House and a long time associate
of Liddy's.

McGovem stated that the
purported white-wash, "goes
rioht to tlhe heart of the moral

By EDWARD DIAMOND

George McGovern claimed on
Saturday that President Richard

Nixon had used a Justice
Department investigation to
"'white-wash" the bugging affair
in the Democratic National
Headquarters Watergate
complex.

In delivering his most
blistering attack to date on
White House involvement in the
wiretap ce, McGovem charged
that a t all stages of this
investigation it (the case)
renained. under the total control
and direction of Mr. Nixon's
operatives, working through Mr.
Kleindienst (U.S. Attorney

General).
This weekend a grand

jury indicted two former White
House aides as well as the five
people arrested at the Watergate

complex, and charges them with
having cnspied to break into

By DAVID OST

Israeli gomud and air forces
swept into southern Lebanon
Saturday dashing with
goenment and commando
forces in heavy fighting

The mivasion by 1sael was
said to be one of the heaviest
attacks since the Six-Day War in
1967 and the heaviest ever on
Lebanon, which did not take an
active part in the war.

The attack is seen in most
circles as retaliation for the
killing of 11 members of the
saeli Olympic team in Munich
September 5. But it is believed
to have wider ramifications, such
as the possible antagonization of
the already strained tensions
between the Middle East
nations and inviting the

possibility of a new full-scale
wa.

MTe action by Israel was the
second major aid in less than a
week following the events at
Muaich On September 8, Israeli

forces droppedlbombs and fired
rockets on at least ten different
taretsin Lebanon and Syria.

Over 200 deaths were reported

as a result of that raid. Israel
daims -that their most recent
attack ud at least 60 more
deaths, the capture of several
government and commando
forces and the reported
destruction of over 100 homes.
Three Isaelis were reported
killed. Overall, 130 square miles
of Lebanese territory were
believed under siege.

Total civilian asties are
unknown at the present time.
Estimates have run high as
Lebanese spokesmen claim that
the -26 Israeli Jet
fighter-bombers and
approximately 50 tanks which

were involved attacked not only
military targets, but the
Palestinian refugee camp at
Nabatiye as well. Israeli forces
are also reported to have
dropped napalm bombs on
Lebanese soil. In addition,
hundreds of villagers throughout
Lebanon reported extensive
looting and pilaging by the
Israeli army saidthey pushed
through the land.

lael claims to have been able
to verify that all its targets were

those of guerill headquarter
There are pently neady
350,000 refugees in Lebanon.
But acconing to seli
intelligence esimas are

operating in Lebanon only about
5,000 commandos, whose
members are taken to be
primarily refugees. In light of
these figures, observers
comment, "It is very difficult to
defend Isl's claims that they
could positively identify each
target, especially from the air."
Additionally, some of these
observers state that if Israel's
claim is true, how can the
villagers' reports of looting be
reconciled? These facts provide
for concern in many circles
about the number of dvAian
caualies.

The Israeli ground forces were
reported to have ended then
incursion on Sunday and
withdrawn allmOst of their

forces. However, gfrilla
spokesmen charge that there are
many reaning forces and that
extensive attachs are planned in
the near future.
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Indict Five in Watergate Affair;
President Accused of Whitewash

International
The Arab guerrilla murder-by-mail campaign spread to the United

States and Canada yesterday. Three envelopes containing explosive
devices and addressed to high Israeli officials in Manhattan were
discovered and dismantled. Across the border in Canada, another six
booby-trapped letters were discovered in Ottawa and another one in
Montreal. Similar letters have been found in London, Jerusalem, Tel
Aviv, Geneva, Vienna, Paris and Brussels. One Israeli official has
been reported killed thus far.

The government of the Sudan is confiscating weapons and
equipment aboard five Libyan air force planes. The aircraft, carrying
400 Libyan soldiers to Uganda, were forced down yesterday for
violating Sudanese airspace. The planes and personnel will be
returned to Libya today. Sudan is situated between Libya and
Uganda.

In the Ugandan capital of Kamiala, President Amin says he has
ordered new air strikes against Tanzania. He said the attacks are
aimed at stopping an invasion by a 10,000 man anti-Amin guerrilla
task force. A force of that size would be nearly equal to the size of
both the Tanzanian and Ugandan armed forces.

Japanese Prime Minister Tanaka will visit Peking for five days
beginning next Monday. A Japanese government spokesman said-
Tanaka will sign an agreement with Chinese Premier Chou-En Lai for
establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries.

The United Nations steering committee voted Wednesday to
remove the Korean question from the 1972 General Assembly
Agenda. The 25-nation committee agreed over strong objections
from Russia and China to let the two Koreas try to settle their own
problems. The committee action must next be approved by the full
assembly.

National
The Equal Rights Amendment moved to within 17 states of

ratification. Pennsylvania became the 21st state to approve the
legislation which grants equal rights to women. Thirty-eight states
must ratify the amendment before it can become part of the U.S.
Constitution.

AFL-CIO President George Meany has suspended the Colorado
Labor Council and its chief officers for endorsing George McGovern.
An official statement says the action was taken becase the
Colorado Chapter was in violation of the AFL-CIO policy. The
AFL-CIO executive council voted to remain neutral in the upcoming
presidential election.

Democratic Presidential nominee McGovern took his campaign to
factory workers in Ohio and the aged citizens in New Jersey
yesterday. He fielded questions from workers at a plant in ohio. One
of them wanted to know if McGovern is in favor of pardoning
"traitors" (a reference to draft evaders). McGovern said he wouldn't
grant amnesty while the Vietnam war was going on, but that once
peace was restored, amn for draft evaders would follow if he is
elected president.

State
Internationally known professor who wrote a book entitled

"Law and a Changing Society", was stabbed to death yesterday be
three teen-age robbers.

The murder occurred less than three blocks from Columbia
University where Wolfgang Friedmann taught. Police quoted
witnesses as saying the killers were between 14 and 17 years of age.

The state legislature may take some action next year to regulate
gasoline prices in New York State. The chairman of the Joint
Legislative Committee on Consumer Affairs, Assemblyman Eugene
Levy of Suffer, says one action being considered is the prohibition
of rebates or price supports that wholesalers arbitrarily give to gas.
station operators.

Whitman Knapp, 'the Wall Street attorney who headed the
commission investigating police corruption in New York City, was
sworn in yesterday as a federal judge.

Local
Democratic presidential nominee George McGoven will speak at a

rally in Levittown this Saturday at 3:30 p.m. It will be held in front

of the Times Square Store on Hempstead Turnpike.

A Suffolk woman on welare, seeking an abortion at the Nassau
Medical Center, has been denied the operation by a Brooklyn
Federal Court judge. Judge John Dooling o d Suffolk to provide
the operations for indigent women in the future.

Israeli Forces Enter Lebanon;

Attack Commandos and Withdraw
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C4ontinue funding the program after an investigation
which revealed that only about 50 per cent of the
Enrollees have passed the equivalency test against a 90
oer cent rating elsewhere.

The federal agency was also critical of the State
ducation Department's grading of tests which, it said,

Dok too long to score. At Stony Brook, test results
often take as long as 12 weeks to arrive, leaving the
tudents stranded without a status and the University
University to foot the bill. In other places, students are
ble to learn the test results within a few. days.

The slow return of results has cost the University
reat amounts of money and possibly caused the OEO
riticism that the program at Stony Brook is too
xpensive. Of its 60 students last year, less than 30
assed the test. That meant the program cost about
10,000 per successful student compared with $1,000
Dr a smiliar pr at Eastern New Mexico University.

Siegel stressed that no final decision has yet been
ade, and that even if funding were denied after the
'riday hearing, another route of appeal is still available
D the University.

at Whitan

The University has appealed a tentative decision by a w
federal agency to deny continued funding for the High e
School Equivalency Program (HEP) here. p

The federal Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)
has set the hearing date for tomorrow. E

Ronald Siegel, assistant to the Executive Vice tu
President has confirmed that- University officials will o
attend the hearing tomorrow. st

The main purpose of HEP was to provide remedial U
instruction for young people aimed at passing a high al
school equivalency test.

HEP has received a $250,000 grant yearly for the past gi
three years from OEO to cover the costs of room, board a
ald instruction for young persons drawn primarily from e:
migrant families. The end result was to be a high school p
equivalency diploma. The program also sought out jobs $
or college placement for its successful candidates. f<

The program came under scrutiny during the summer
when the OEO began investigating poor results from the m
.qt.nnv Brwnk rromam comrmared with results from F

has yet been made." " *JjvL%}Ace you-AGAA __ . --

similar programs run elsewhere. The OEO decided not to to

Answers Stars Queries
Ronald Siegel: "No final decision e

By MELANIE YURKEWECZ

Robert Chason, assistant vice president
for StudentAffairs, met Thursday night
with about 40 students in the Whitman
College lounge to discuss, and mainly to
hear gripes, concerning the $25 students
pay for not being on the meal plan.

Answering to the charge of collecting
student money without any apparent
benefits to date, Chason said, "We have
to get the money before equipment is
bought and installed. Some electrical
wiring has started in several dorms. There
are problems of bedrooms being

connected and wired to the same circuit.
"This problem is being fixed.

No Immediate Benefit
"Students won't benefit immediately

but what we are working up to is a
cooking station in every room. Students
will be charged the $25 until all the
stoves, sinks and dishwashers are
installed."

"The state has been very nearsighted in
building the complexes. A couple of years

ago they said we needed cafeterias on the

campus so no cooking facilities in the

dorms were built."
One student remarked that he felt

dishwashers, the first to be installed, will

be a waste of- money. Murray Burke of

the StudentAffairs office stated, "We have

to have dishwashers to conform to state

health codes. The codes don't include
washing dishes in bathroom sinks."

"Why doesn't Stony Brook have good

food service, making the students want to

Chason continued, "One of the points
I would like to get across is that
contractors should considFr that there are
students living in the dorms and that
water and steam shut-offs can't be
applied whenever they feel like applying
them. The contractors are making little
effort to think about the students."

"Last year many attempts were made
to prevent these outages and we said no
to some, with me taking full
responsibility."

Commenting on why Stony Brook
doesn't provide its tenants with
landlord-tenant contracts, Burke said,
"No one owns the college - students,
staff, everyone are servants. There is no
technical profit being made, so no
landlord is named."

Chason added, "The problem we have
here is that we are talking of state

{ab .W ater Miay go out, steam may

be shut off - we can't do a thing. The
state isn't about to enter into a
tenant-landlord situation."

One student charged security with
overacting, as was the case when students
were arriving to college and were fined
while unloading their cars. Burke
answered, "Security thinks it's doing us a
favor but they are doing an overkill. They
are over-anxious. They seem to be a little

too quick on the draw."
Security later responded that many

students' cars blocked dumps and doors
and Security could not ticket cars
discriminately.

pay for the meal plan?" a student asked,
after remarking that SUNY at Albany
allegedly has an excellent meal plan.

Chason answered, "It's the president's
responsibility to take care of these things,
corresponding with. the chancellor. I
visited Albany and found that the FSA
operates the program there. It is apparent
that this organization will have to charge
Albany for money that will be lost this
year.

"New Paltz had an optional meal plan
and the result of this system was an
increased cost to students and the long
run discontinuance of food service
there."

Chason went on to say, "We want to
get the meal plan going well ain here at
Stony Brook and will employ
students in the cafeterias.

"There was a food company here
about four Isean ago and tudents"f1a
petitions to keep it. But then it was
defeated by a lower bidder. Stony Brook
then became an experimental college for

food service companies who had to start
and make a name somewhere only to
move on to bigger and better places."

Construction Reality
Chason showed some disillusionment

with the construction companies on
campus saying, "I was very pleased that a
person has finally sued the state for an
accident due to all the construction on

campus." A person tripped over some
wiring going into the gym and sued the
state for injuries.

ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT FOR
STUDENT AFFAIRS ROBERT
CHASON: "The state has been very
rear-sighted in building... no cooking
facilities in the dorms were built"

New Locks Postponed
Locks were slated to be changed over

the summer. Now the work has been
postponed until Thanksgiving vacation.

Chason's answer, "we just don't have
the money. Some dorms will cost $35 a
unit."

Burke concluded the discussion noting
that the task force report was distributed
to everyone on campus. '"The thing that's
important," he said, "is to know when
something goes on and is not clear to the
students."

By CRAIG ROLLINS

As a result of an administrative mix-up, nearly 200 residents of

Washington Irving College have been told to move to other dorms.

Protesting this decision, a group of Irving students presented a list

of demands to the Housing Office last Thursday. Agreement was

reached as to what procedures will ensue in order to facilitate the

move for the students.
Contracts Not Printed

According to the director of housing, Roger Phelps, the housing

contracts which students sign when they check in were not printed

for a large number of new students and consequently were never

received by the Housing Office. When the new students, who, not

accounted for due to the error, checked in, they were temporarily

assigned to Irving College, which had not been planned for use as a

residence hall. One such student remembers being told not to get

,,too settled" since this was only temporary. However, the custodial

staff did not have enough time to properly clean and make ready for

the new occupants since the building was used for summer housing

up until August 26, and the first planned use of the building wasn't

until the last week in September. Phelps admitted that these new

students "clearly didn't have adequate housing."
The demands included the following: that trucks and manpower

should be provided to help in to mov ,unit roommates should

.";t hagsw ti Spai up; and that each Irving student should receive $50

compensation for the rooms not being clean and ready when they

moved in. Students also requested that non-odihg students return

the $25 charge for exra use of facilities, which they daim they have

(Continued on Page 4)
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Director of Housing Roger Phelps

admitted new students "clearly

didn't have adequate housing,"

yet, "a good honest meeting"

between parties reached an

equitable settlement.
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University Appeals Suspension of HEP Funds

Chason

Housings Irving Residents Agree on Move Ph.in
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GRAY COLLEGE: The "Commuter Center". Hopefully, it will soon become the hub of activities for
commuters, a segment of the student bocy "virtually ignorant in the past."

-Commuter Center Set for Gray ,
Parties Workshops Planned

course will teach basic mechanical ideas that the
motorist should know, with first priority for
admittance going to commuter students.

Overnight Accommodations
One of the main projects of the Commuter

Center is to make some rooms in Gray College
available for commuters to stay overnight. Eric
Scott, one of the M.A.'s in the now vacant Gray
College, gave the purposes as follows: "Some
students live close by, but they may need a place
to get away from home." Wally Rivera, the other
M.A. at Gray, added that students might want to
stay in the college because of the weather, or they
may have a test the next day and want to get in a
little extra studying. He continued, 'The college
will be open as soon as the clean-up is completed
and we get the okay." He further adfted that there
were organizational matters still to be straightened
out. The Union will be renting the rooms at the
rate of $4/night, $8 for a guranteed single, plus a
$5 deposit.

The status of the Commuter Center can be
summed up in the following statement made by
Albano. "At this time everything is in the planning,
stage. Nothing is- finalized, but one thing is
definite, the Commuter Center exists. We're byond
the 'wouldn't it be nice if . . . ' stage."

Phelps didn't acknowledge any particular plans
for the center, but said, 'The Housing Office will
attempt to provide adequate facilities and support
for the Commuter Center as its programs develop.
We're happy," he added, "to aid in the expansion
of the current services available to this segment of
the student body which has been virtually ignored
in the past." He would not elaborate.

By FRED BAUER
Starting this fall, Asa Grey College will be used

as a college for non-resident students,
according to Housing Director Roger Phelps.

Next week there will be a registration of
off-campus students. The chief purpose, according
to Sandy Albano, a counselor at Kelly B and an
advisor to the commuter center, is to "find out
who we are." He added that the success of this
program depends on a good registration drive. A
table will be set up in the Union from 11 to 2
during the week of September 19 to 22, and the
following Monday, September 25. Deborrah
Wolcomm, a senior and an off-campus resident, is
heading the drive. She said, "At that time we will
tell the commuters about our program and find
out what the students want. We hope we will get
the much-wanted and needed feedback at the
registration table which will be set up in the lobby
of the Union building."

Two Programs
Plans for the center include programming of

two natures. One type of programming, which Will
hopefully continue in future years, includes such
things as providing car pools, overnight
accommodations for commuters, and a baby
sitting service. Eventually there will be an
information center in the SB Union. The other
type of programming includes lectures, parties,
workshops, seminars, picnics, and other ideas
similar to any residential college.

One of the first programming ideas is an
automotive mechanics workshop. There will be a
small fee charged to cover an instructor. The
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Irving To C lose
(Continued from Page 3)

neither seen nor used. Full or partial agreement was reached on the

first three demands.
Agreement Reached

Details were discussed during what some of the protesting
students called "a good, honest meeting" with Phelps and John
Ciarelli, assistant director of housing. A truck and manpower would
be provided at designated times and the housing administrations
would do their "utmost" to keep roommates together. Also, the
Housing Office, supported by the Office of Student Affairs, will
make a request for a partial refund of room charges due to
conditions of the rooms when the students moved in. Final approval
on this has to be obtained from Albany.

I There are about 110 to 115 freshmen and transfer students in A
and B-Mings and another 75 in C-Wing who have been told to apply
to the quad of their choice, where they will be given priority on
waiting lists. Only those Irving students who have paid for
single-occupancy may stay where they are.
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Ba*ok, and Got.

By J. MANNE
Fall out shelters, stocked with several thousand

pounds of survival foods and medical supplies,
supposedly under lock and key, have been found
to be vandalized and unkept, with supplies
missing, outdated, and damaged. According to
Norm Berhannon, the manager of G quad, the civil
defense authorities were quite upset over the lack
of security during their recent visit.

"It was assumed," stated Joseph Lipton, the
shelter officer of the Suffolk County Office of
Civil Defense, "that the University would maintain
the shelter as they would any other of their
facilities, keep the shelter under lock and key, and
notify the Office -of Civil Defense in event of
vandalism."

In the mid-1960's, the federal government
signed a license with the town of Brookhaven and
a representative of the state of New York. Under
this license the federal government agreed to
supply and inspect survival shelters. The Office of
Civil Defense was never notified of the vandalism
and is presently asking the University to give
assistance in rearranging the supplies in the shelter.
As this is a voluntary agreement the University has
no legal obligation to respond.

Whose Responsibility?
Roger Phelps, housing director, stated that the

quad managers are supposed to check the shelters
and report to the physical plant. The shlhelters are
supposed to be locked. Phelps also stated that to
his understanding the University was responsible
for security while the Office of Civil Defense was
responsible for upkeep.

Ack-fl ah ilhnt en^ritv and maintemance nf the

shelters, Cliff Decker, director of the physical
plant, responded that his department had "never
been given the responsibility of maintaining them
or checking them." He did not know of any
designee who was responsible, explaining, "I've
never been told to do anything as far as
maintaining them." Decker claimed that he has
received no work orders or memorandum about
the shelters.

Roy Benson, manager of H quad, said a steel
door was installed on the H quad shtler two years
ago. The steel door replaced the wooden one for

Food Co-op Pla
its members. i

By ELLEN LEDER newsletter which
politics, health,

The "Food Co-op", a other writing co
student-run, non-profit food members.
service, held its first The Food Co-
organizational meetings last in 1970 as an
week. The initiation and changes supermarket al
of this year's program were store shopping- I

discussed. Stage XII
Plans for this year include a September. Foe

definite means of transportation from distributor.
for the pick-up and delivery of AdA
food on a regular basis. Last l~l U E

year, a member had to drive into
the city, so delivery was TT l

sporadic. Purchasing a used van,
or ordering food with a

community co-op in Port ,sun
Jefferson were discussed, and wiJlpreset-a ml
will be decided upon in the the Union TheatA
future. Saturday, Septej

A system of all members concert will als
contributing time to help run promote the cam
the co-op was also d sussed uInton, the cand
There are- a number of incumbent asset
committees a member may serve nost in the
on: coordination. District in SW
transportation, finance, Liteatue and i
tore-operations, and People's rd to the Mg

Information Center (PIC). The cmp ign Wll
PIC notifies Its meo rs of that time.
meeting dates, comtrols a Currently I;
cooperative library of books, McGoven are
Bagbzines and literature lent by canva in ai res

~- I; %Y;,, 1-- y ha, ., y- -

Fall Out Shelters Falling Apart

security reasons. However, no locks were provided
on the steel doors. Benson said he has not received
any instructions regarding the shelters.

Food and Medicine
Included in the shelter is over 5000 pounds of

survival crackers and biscuits. They were packed in
1962 and have a shelf life of 99 years. In the
medical kits, which have been thoroughly
vandalized are penicillin tablets (which expired in
1968), sulphadiazine tablets, nose and eye drops,
petroleum jelly, kaolin mixtures, laxatives, and
aspirin.

Federal law prohibits the dispensing of
penicillin tablets and sulphadiazine withot
prescription. According to the bottle sulphadiazine
"may cause severe toxic reactions and requires
constant medical supervision.' Phenobarbital was
removed from the medical kits several years ago by
the Civil Defense Unit because of vandalism.
According to Lipton, the medical kits are in the
process of being updated.

sold to co-op members for 10
per cent more, and to
non-members for 30 per cent
more than the cost of purchase.
This is not as high as the markup
for fruits and vegetables at
supermarkets and "natural"
foods at health-food stores.
Prices on dairy products vary
according to their availability,
but they are still less than those
when purchased publicly.

and sponsors a
h has articles on
, recipes, and
intributed by its

lop was planned
i alternative to
nd health-food
It opened in the
cafeteria last
Ad is purchased
s in the city and

voter registation, absentee
registration, and absentee ballot
information.

The recital will feature Lucy
Morpnstem, violinist, and Julie
Steinberg, pianist. The features
performance wil be LUnion op.
48, a composition by
Gottschalk-the piece is dedicated
to Geneal Mcldlan, who ws
dismissed by President Lneoln
under trying circu tnc .
Also perfolmed will be
violin-piano sonata by Mozart,
and Bo* and piano solos
omposed by Berg, Chopin,

Batkand Gottschalk.

for McGovem
usical recital in
;er at 3 p.m. on
!mber 23. The
so be used to
ipaign of Floyd
iate opposing
nblyman Peter
2nd Assembly

ffolk County.
information in
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Crime Round-up
September 5 By BETTE FRIEDMAN

1) A complainant from the Graduate Physics Construction
area reports the theft of the following items: 43 gallons of
assorted paints, 6 paint brushes, one fire extinguisher, total
value $185.06f. There were no signs of forced entry.
2) A robbery of a Bausch and Lomb Microscope, valued at
$1,556.00 occurred in Surge E, Room 156.
3) A worker for the Telephone Company reports the theft of a
ring of keys from his N.Y. Telephone Co. truck by persons
unknown. The ring of keys are for the Telephone Terminals
located in the slop sink and basement areas of Roth, Tabler.
Stage 12, Light Eng., Computing Center and Heavy Eng. There
are no master keys on the ring.
September 7
1) A student in the School of Social Welfare, located in Surge
G states she was in the lobby whenca 5 foot by 7 foot statue
fell over on her son, causing injuries to his right leg and pelvis.
Subject was transported to Mather Hospital by University
Ambulance Personnel.
September 8

l)Thefts of 7 table top refrigerators stored for the summer in
the Henry James Pub was reported.

September 10
1) Security received an anonymous call from a female who
stated twice that there would be a robbery of the bookstore
that night. Notified were: Director Kimble, S.C.P.D. 6th
Squad Detective and Mr. E. Christensen, Union Manager.
There was no robbery.
September 13
1) The alarm of a cigarette machine in the Humanities Building
was set off by a student banging the machine and trying to
retrieve his coin. The Vending Machine Corp. was called and
advised of the situation.
September 15
1) Two motorcycles, one valued at $2,000.00 and the othei
$1,200.00 were stolen outside James College.
September 16
1) Two non-students were arrested for Criminal Trespass and
Loitering in the Surge area. Both had previous criminal records.

TOTAL KNOWN VALUE OF PROPERTY DAMAGE AND
STOLEN ITEMS FOR THIS PERIOD WAS
APPROXIMATELY $15,000.00 (FIFTEEN THOUSAND!!!).

FamlOut Shelters in Shambles ;

No one Claims Responsibility

Students and Ma Bell

Have Bad Connection

By JONATHAN D. SALANT
Stony Brook students are having difficulty with the

Bell Telephone Company. Due to unpaid bills from last
year, not necessarily their own, some students have been
unable to obtain phone service this year.

One student moved from his dorm last year to
another quad, notifying the phone company of this
move by letter, and asking them to discontinue service
to the old phone. He later received a bill, however, for
phone service rendered to the old phone, which was run
up by the dorm's new residents.^He complained to the
phone company but received only threats of legal action
if the bill was not paid.

Bell Telephone claims that they have not turned away
any student's request for a phone if his roommate was
responsible and the bill was unpaid. However, this
student's old roommate cannot get his phone hooked
up, and his present roommate cannot get his phone

connected.
* Another student had her phone disconnected when it

was discovered that her roommate still owed $.92.
Here the roommate had responsibility for the bill last

year, but she took it this year. The phone company,
after insisting that both shared responsibility for the
unpaid bill, abruptly shut off the phone service without
prior warning. Once the balance of the bill was paid, the
phone was again connected.

A third student had his day in court scheduled before
his bill was settled with his roommate and the phone
company. He and his roommate received their phone
bill, but claimed to have made only a few calls charged,
and thus would not pay the balance of the bill. The
phone company billed the two for calls made before
they even moved into the room. The total bil was $70.
The phone company p-ed to sue both roommates
Ifor $70 apiece. Tey settled out of court, with the
phone company getting its money and the roommates
agreeing to a method of paying the bin.

A spokesman for the bursar's office refused to
comment on these matters, claiming that it was a private
matter between students and the New York Telephone

Company.

ns Better Service
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Student Activity Fee Waiver Forms will be available at the 3
Financial Aid Office between September 12 and September 30. <

Financial need is the sole criterion for a waiver. <
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the job, but added that he would
never say what number would
ever be "enough." This increase
in staff number covers the
period of time through the
opening of the Graduate
Chemistry building. Physical
Plant gets another crack at more
money when another budget
comes up between the time of
the opening of the Chemistry
building and the Biology and
Math-Physics buildings.

In light of the state hiring
freeze, there has been some
doubt about the ability of the
Physical Plant to handle the
additional burden imposed by
the new buildings. However, Mr.
Clifford Decker, director of the
Physical Plant, stated that there
was a slight "thaw" over the
summer, and that about 100
more members were added to
the staff. He believes that
number is adequate to handle

steamfitters which has been
defeated by the rank and file on
Sunday. The Math-Physics
building, connected to the
present Physics building, and the
Graduate Biology building, rising
east of the Roth Quad, will be
completed sometime in the late
spring or early summer of 1973.
The Health Sciences

" megastructure," which
according to Alfred Ryder,
construction coordinator in the
Office of Facilities Planning, is
the largest building project on
Long Island at this time, will,
following rough estimates, be
completed sometime in 1975.

going on since July 1, have
slowed down progress. A vote on

&.L j- ^S>-« ronfvoetr wxas

By CHARLIE McGOEY

In its tenth year of existence,
Stony Brook has five new
academic buildings under
construction.

The first to be completed will
be the Humanities section of the

library. It will be finished and
occupied by December and will
contain 160 faculty offices and
classrooms. The Graduate
Chemistry building, across from
and between the gym and the SB
Union, was supposed to be
completed in August, but is now
scheduled for use at the
beginning of the spring semester.

Strikes Haper

had to pay fines of $250 each.
The students were arrested last
February 29 when they held X

sit-in in the Student Affairs
office protesting Administration
refusal to allow a radical
conference to take place at
Stony Brook the following
weekend.

The Administration had
claimed that The Red Balloon
Conference (RBC), the group
sponsoring the weekend affair,
had not met provisions in the
facilities use guidelines for such
events. Such provisions included
the advancing of a damage
deposit, which the RBC claimed
it could not afford. The RBC
said that leaflets had already
been distributed, and it was |
beyond their control to prevent
the people from coming. |
Discussions broke down and led-,
to a confrontation in the:
Student Affairs office with twop
administrators, Assistax cl
President for Student Af t
Robert Chason, and John
Bumess, assistant to tub^
president. The demonstrators.
refused to leave, or to allow the,,.
administrators to leave until}
they were assured there would..,
be no police action to prevent
the conference. The
administrators refused to close
that option. An injunction
against the sit-in was obtained,
and Suffolk police were called to
arrest the 19 students occupying
the office.

The conference went on that
weekend in the Stony Brook
Union as planned, and was
attended by about 400 without
incident.

A mock trial has been slated
for Friday afternoon in the
Stony Brook Union auditorium
by Cohen's supporters in order
to protest what they feel is
"unjust persecution" by the
authorities.

Mitchel Cohen, one of 19
students arrested last February
in a sit-in in the Administration
building, is scheduled to appear
at Hauppauge First District
Court Monday at 9:30 a.m. to
face charges of criminal mischief
and criminal trespass stemming
from that incident. If convicted,
he faces up to 15 months in jail.

The other 18 students were
originally also charged with the
third degree felony charge but
were offered reduced charges to
which they pleaded guilty and

STANLEY H. KAPLAN Strikes, such as that of the uie steauu-rs v^.l.ma Ad
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ s
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«earn to design your own canvasI
ind to do creative stitchery. 265-7328
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"It's a nice place to visit but..." Help Eake the Union a

nice place to live in.

Join the Program Developent Group.

Producers of: _
,-^. -.-. _ _.,efo e-imrwa-i Cp^Satv An tham andl Issues. Broken Door
-- i nursays ay. ruur , wnwvnu -a, #-W .^~- -- -- -.--. ---

Coffee House,, DansMoods, Tuesday FUcksl Channel XV-T, Madnees

Unlimited, the Jazz Collective, Wednesday Sounds and others. Come on up and
speak to us. Let us know you care. Program Development offices 271 and 276 on

the second floor of the Union. See you soon. Before September 28, so we can get

things on the road.

Guess the number* of Swingline
Tot staples in the jar.
The jar is approximately square
-3" x 3" x 4%". Look for the
clue about "Tot" capacity.

The "Tot 50i'" is uncondition-
ally guaranteed. It staples, tacks,
mends and costs only 980 sug-
gested retail price at Stationery,
Variety and College Bookstores
with 1,000 staples and vinyl
pouch. Swingline Cub Desk and
Hand Staplers for $1.98 each.

Fill in coupon or send postcard. No
purchase required. Entries must be
postmarked by Nov. 30, 1972 and re-
ceived by Dec. 8. 1972. Final decision
by an independent judging organization.
In case of tie, a drawing determines a
winner. Offer subject to all laws and
void in Fla., Mo., Wash., Minn. & Idaho.
IMPORTANT: Write your guess outside
the envelope, lower lefthand corner.
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Petitions for Vice Pres.,
Jr. Class Pres., Freshman Class Pres.,
Freshman Rep. Senators, Governing

Board, Judiciary

will be available until Sept. 25 in the

Polity office 6-3673 SBU 258 |

LSAT
WORKSHOP

In pkeation for Oct. 21st
LSAT. Courme begins Sept.
23.
Verified record of
achievement in the LSAT
prepffion fold.

Under d ecton of Gru
and bg LSAT

LAW BOARDS
INSTITUTE

450 7th Ave. (34th St.)
New York City
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means. They're not. If they were there'd
be no problem - both would be equally
good. As it is, Horse just looks anemic.

Harris plays an English trader who is
captured by the Sioux Indians and who,
under their not-so-tender loving care,
becomes one of them. Sounds believable
so far? Well, it isn't. In the end, of course,
the white men (you can't miss them,
they.ve got the forked tongues) win., and
Harris is reunited with his people.

Director Silverstein does almost
everything in his power to strain the
film's credibility. He has a previously
captured trader (one can envision closets
full of them in the back of the chief's
tepee) explain Sioux customs to Harris
(and us). He has a love interest between
Harris and Corinna Tsopei, a former Miss
Greece and Miss Universe, who looks
scrumdiddlyuptious, but totally out o
place, in the village. And finally, he ha
absurd dialogue complete with all of th
appropriate Indian grunts and "how's.

One more thing - the film include
probably one of the best torture scent
(an initiation rite) ever filmed - it is tha
rare gem in the pile of dung.

THREE VILLAGE THEATRE
'he Godfather-starring Marion Brando
Al Pacino, Robert Duvall and Jam
Caan. Directed by Francis Ford Coppot
(R)

The Godfather is a fascinating moo
about a Mafia gang war which stems tn
the refusal of the Godfather (Math
Brando) to partake in the blossoms
drug business. Brando is truly outstand.
in his role - always retaining I
leadership, harshness, sympathy a^F
dignity. -\ d

In addition to Brando, the rest o f

cast is excellent. This includes Al P
as Michael, the college-educated war;
who becomes involved in his faths
29..n"^:- spired hiS nmwm wuil

A CLOCKWORK ORANGE comes to the Stony Brook area on Setember 27.

sings well and acts almost convincingly,
but is too ... too ... well, excitable.

Cabaret almost exudes an aura of
believability. It should be easier for you if
you enter the theater prepared to believe
almost anything.

MALL THEATRE
Hickey and Bog starring Robert Culp
and Bill Cosby. Directed by Robert Culp.

Described as "4a contemporary
action-adventure story about two
detectives," this film might be good
simply because those two detectives are
the former I Spy team. Not reviewed at
the present time.

BR00KHAVEN THEATRE
The War Between Men and
Women-starring Jack Lemmon, Barbar
Harris and Jason Robards. Directed by
Melville Shavelson. (PG)

Melville Shavelson's The War Between
Men and Women tries to establish itself in
that very tricky netherworld of fiction
that resembles non-fiction by the use of a
fictional character who appears to be
based on a famous person, in this case
James Thurber.

Peter Wilson (Jack Lemmon) is an
iconoclastic writer who hates women and
children. He meets a young woman
(Barbara Harris) who already has three
children by a previous marriage and, of
course, falls in love with her. He then has
to adjust to the idea of a family, which he
does with amaing speed.

What confronts the viewer here is a
film which continuously professes a very
cynical look at life, but which,
underneath, really has only a heart of
gold. Like its main character, the
imitation Thurber, the film never really
means the nastier things it says. No one is
really supposed to take offense, and there
is, therefore, never any real bite to the
verbal jabs. This is a shame, because the
humor that's left is composed mainly of
stale jokes. Only when the humor stops
functioning at the lowest common
denominator (there are a barrage of
breast jokes, all rather witless and cheap)
does it get off a couple of dandy remarks.

Mme War Between Men and Women is
not, then, a bad night's viewing. It is not,
however, really good entertainment -
only fluff.

-Uoyd Ibert
and

A M Called orse-starring Richard
Harris and Dame Judith Anderson.
Directed by Efliot Silverstein. (PG)

Rinard Harri is a poor man s DusTin
Hoffman in A M1 Caled Hore, a film
which looks damn sy next to Lute Big
Mo. Not that they're the same by any

In The Man, the president of the
United States has been killed by a falling
castle. The speaker of the house too. And
the vice president is working on his third
coronary. So, who does that make
President? Answer: the president pro-tem
of the senate. And he's scholarly,
cautious, completely unprepared and
black. That's the film's basic situation,
and it's a good one - full of all sorts of
possibilities and dramatic confrontations.
And like all films dealing with blacks
these days, it cannot help but raise some
disturbing questions. 'Me problem is that
though The Man doesn't mind raising
these questions, it really has nothing -to
say about them, and its plot is basically
more sensationalistic than probing.

Thus, there's stereotyped bigtry al
over the place, cliched black militants
(including the President's daughter, and
isn't that just too dever for words?) and
predictable casting. So it's not surprising
that the plot bypasses almost all of the
important issues it might have raised, and
settles instead on, of all things, a murder
in South Africa. After all the racial red
herrings are removed, the question turns
out to be whether murder is justifiable no
matter how nasty the victim is, and you
can guess the film's stance on that.

Politically, especially in the light of
The Candidate, the film is unconvincing.
And, for that matter cinematically too.

-- loyd Ibert

PORT JEFFERSON ART CINEMA
abaretf -starring Liza Maui, Michael

York, Helmut Griem and Joel Grey.
Directed by Bob Fosse. (PG)

You've got to see Cabaret to believe it.,
I've been told that it's totally different
from the flay and I believe it. I've been
told that it's a rotten film and I believe it.
And I've been told that it's a great film
and I believe that too. I'll believe almost
anything about the film.

First, as it is, Cabaret could never have
been a play. In its present form, it is so
cinematic that it is a film student's
delight. With a few exceptions, the
editing is so glaringly precise that it's
almost delicious.

However, the acting is another story.
How you respond to it (and the
cli somoaphy,) wQI hi very dependent
upon your usual reaction to filmed
muscals. I usually abhor the idea, but
with Cabaret I was only mildly put off.
Should you like movie musicals, you
might be wildly ecstatic about this one.

The success (what little there is) in the
acting is mostly a result of underacting.
There are so few fines belted out with
stagy brando that it's quite refAeshing.
Then, of courae, there's Lizainemig who

By NORMAN HOCHBERG
It's a confusing world. Cabbages aren't

kings, optometrists aren't dentists and the
movie houses aren't trying hard. The
Three Village Theatre is biding its time
before its September 27 engagement of A
Clockwork Orange and the rest of the
theaters seem to be challenging each
other to showings of the -most boring,
pretentious flicks around at present. Youw
best bet this weekend is probably Hickey
and Boggs, which advance reports say is
good, thanks to the rejoining of the I Spy
team. Otherwise you might as well- curt
up into a ball and hibernate until next
weekend. It's bound to get better by
then. Bound to? Hell, it has to.

CDIEMA 100
Johnny Got His Gun saring Timothy

Bottoms and Kathy Fiedler. Directed by
Dalton Trumbo. (PG)

Overly sentimental and self-pitying
films have never been my cup of tea. And
Johnny Got His Gun, no matter how
strong the leaves may be, is still stuck in
the same old cup.

Ten years ago this story. of a World War
I soldier who loses almost every non-vital
pat of his body might have been
sufficiently novel to generate large
outpourings of anti-war sentiment. As it
is, Johnny is too late - too late and too
dull.

Trumbo's biggest mistake was to film
his book, as opposed to filming a film. As
a result he is shooting in the first person.
This is usually all right, except when that
person cannot see, hear or move. As the
film is structured, we are forced to look
upon a stagnant body for long periods of
time. This has to be a bore.

Even worse, Johnny is a self-pitying
movie. The film practically oozes with
greasy sentiment, t h e
"oh-woe-de-troubles-ahm-n" style of
filmmaking poplarized by Love Story
and -- mmer of '42. If you liked them,
you might like this. It's conceivable, but
not likely.

People, whose opinions I respect, have
told me that there is a lot of social
commentary in Johnny. Maybe, but it
loses nearly all of its validity when it is a
decade late and arrives on a platterful of

grese.

COCA SUNDAY MOVIE
Sbadow of a Doubt

No information at the present time.

FOX I MRE
The Ma-stuaring Junes Eai Jones,

Armin fham snd Buress MereMdith.

ed- 1 * ^b Segnt. (G)

AL PACINO who scored a huge success as

Michael, youngest son of the Godfather.
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A) _smile out to the audience. Ha,

music to every song. They play all guitar

accompaniments with gentle harmonies and their
voices compliment each other incredibly well.
Such notables as Doug Dillard and John Sebastian

join them on some of the songs. A separate lyric
sheet done in calligraphy comes with the record,

and the sensitivity expressed through their words
leaves a lasting impession on the listener's mind.

The third song on the record, titled "Persecutionj
& Restoration of Dean Moriarty (On the Road)",
gives their interpretation of the life and meaning
of the new-found hero of the sub culture:

he may ride down the road at one hundred and t

exclaiming his thoughts about prisons and men
he may tell you his dreams maybe something

obscene _
and you'll swear you've been through it but

you don't know just when
he's like the dancing gold prairies that will never

be mowed
or the wind in the sail that's about to explode
he's like fire and rain bringing pleasure and pain
and he learned all he knows from the ways of the

road.

There's nothing else to be said. Except that you
can see Aztec Two-Step outside the ESS Building
this Sunday (Sept. 24) at 3:00. In case of bad
weather, they'll be in the Union Ballroom. This is

the first concert brought to you by the SAB
Informal Concert Committee. Last year they

brought Jackson Browne to the Union Theatre.
Those who didn't go are now beginning to realize
what they missed.

Aztec Two-Step is a funny name that means
heautiful music. Don't miss it.

e and Palmer:

See
it was like this when

we waltz into this place
a couple ofPapkh casb

is doing an Aztec two-step
And I says

Dad let's cut
but this this dame

comes up behind me see
and says

You and me could really ex t
Wow I says

Only the next day
she has bad teeth

and really.hates .
poetry

Law c Fedinet

Rex Fowler and Neal Shulman are Aztec
Two-Step. They found one another in Boston

where each was working the local coffeehouse
circuit. They met one night, decded to join forces
on the spot, and were playing their first combined

concert less than a week later. After two months
in Boston, they headed for New York where they
spent six months playing clubs like the Gaslight

and Folk City, and shared the bill at concerts given

by Don McLean and Seals and Crofts. While doing

an open-air set in Central Park, they were
"discovered" by Elektra Records, and their first

album, titled simply Aztec Two-Step, was out less
than a year later.

member of the group is given a
chance to display his talents. As
all their previous albums have
differed from each other, each
song on this album differs from
the preceding one. The last song
on the album is Keith Emerson's
version of Abaddons' "Bolero."
This track starts out very slowly,
then proceeds into a driving
piece of music, ending abruptly
at its peak. Although this has
been tried by a few other pop
groups (most notably was
Coliseum's version of Ravels'
"'Bolero" a few years back),
none succeeds as well as ELP's. I
must not forget to mention the

Before the
(editors note: In the life of an
actor there are those painful
moments through which he must
go. Last week, the Theater
department held open auditions
for Ibsen's "Peer Gynt" to be
performed in December. Tom
Neumiller, the director waited
for the room to fill with eager
performers. The following
experience of one of the hopeful
actors.)

"Fine, we need two more
people," says Mr. Neumiller.
Silence again falls on the room, a
few nervous glances. I debate
with myself- "Am I better off
going first or last, or maybe
somewhere in the middle?" The
mind blanks out. Psyched, ready
to uncoil, someone behind me
sneaks to the stage ahead of me-
the devil, I think. The drums get
louder, time stands still. My
God, this guy is good. I'm
laughing, everyone is laughing.
He is real funny. 0 God, why is
he so funny? Oh, heck, I want to
get it over with.

My time has come. I, with
confident pit, rush the stage,
grab a copy of the script wildly,
and of course with the utmost
composure sit like a granite
statue in the chair on stage. I
smile out to the audience. Ha,

second song on this side, because
it -is one of the worst things I've
ever heard them do. It's called
-Living Sin" and believe me, it is
aptly named, but since it's only
3:11, one does not have to

suffer long.
On the whole, if youve

enjoyed their previous efforts,
this one shouldn't disappoint
you. In addition, If you haven't
been exposed to Emerson, Lake
and Palmer yet, this might be
the one album with which to
start. On the whole, this album
is so diverse, that there surely
must be something of interest
for almost any listener.

Footlights
what audience, they don't care
about me. Come on- a smile, a
friendly look, some assurance.
Nothing. But I'm all alone with a
girl also reading for a part on my
left. Nah, look how confident

bhe seems. How can she look so
relaxed. "Turn to page...." Jesus,
I can't even understand what
he's saying. I get to the page, the
-opening words bouncing
through my brain. We've never
seen the text before. "Begin,"
and we begin. Please let me get
through those words and make
some sense of them. For an
atheist this is some rough
moment. Uh oh, she's gesturing,
she's even sort of acting. Hey!
Watchout, you almost knocked
the book out of my hand. Don't
sabotage me, lady, don't.

"Stop, that's enough," I
looked up shyly. I hear people
laughing and ask myself why, at
that point hardly remembering
what I had read. But, they really
are laughing. I sit down, the first
hurdle over. I sit then, feeling
still alone, no comments around
me. What are they thinking, and
what is He thinking?

The drums are over. My body
realized for the first time that
night how cold the room is.
(further note: The actor got his
Part' ) _ - _

By RICHARD BLUS EIN

One of the things I come to
expect from Emerson, lake and
Palmer. is a first rate album.
After three previous superb
efforts and their amazing
performances in concert, it is
natural for one to expect a
quality album from them.
Trilogy, their latest effort, is no
disappointment.

On the first three albums,
Keith Emerson, their organist
formerly from Nice, stands out
as the backbone of the group.
Greg Lake, lead vocalist and bass
player of King Crimson fame is
given a chance to fully display
his talents, especially on the first
song "The Endless Enigma." Not
only are Greg's vocals good, but
merged with the musicianship of
Emerson, you have a song in
which the group's talents are
displayed tthe fullest. With lines
like "Please, Please, Please, open
their eyes., Please, Please, Please,
don't give me Ries," you are able
to feel, along with Greg, the
frustration as he pleads the
endless enigma.

Unfortunately, the remainder
of the album's first side does not
come up to the standards set by
the first song. "'From the
Beginning," another song by
Greg Lake, is a different type of
ELP song, featuring an acoustic
guitar. The last number on the
side is Keith Emerson's
interpretation of Aaron
Copeland's "Hoedown." I feel
his version adds something to
the original and is a nice way to
close out side one.

Emerson's-Side
Side two definitely belongs to

Keith Emerson. The title cut,
opening this side, stands out
among their best efforts. It is a
familar ELP trick of theme
vaviatie, but it is done well
enough to be a . Here
the group takes beautiful theme
and blends it into a c-apati
performance, where each
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c Album Review
'Everyman and -oach Emerson9, Lak

Their Latest is "First RatersPoor Entertainment
By MICHAEL B. KAPE

Is street theatre effective off the street? The Everyman Company,

SAB, The Center for Contemporary Arts and Letters, the Engish

.department, and. ,typica Long Island weathers let a Stony Brook.

audience ask that question this past Tuesday. Due to a heavy rain,

the street theatre production of Everyman and Roach, scheduled for

the library mal, was transferred, unfortunately, to a presentation in

the SUSB gym
Street theatre, when properly done, is an exciting form of theatre,

appealing to an audience's gut reaction. It is capable of having them

clapping their hands and stamping their feet to the music. Street

theatre off the street tends to be a vain effort, with oversize

movements, heavy-handed morals, and no excitement. Everyman

and Roach fell into this trap.
Everyman and Roach is a modem rock opera based on a medieval

morality play, Everyman. In the updated version, the audience is

presented with the story of Everyman, the owner of a nightclub

called "The Small Place." It is Everyman's desire to move to "A

Larger Place With A Bigger Room." He grabs all the money he can

from his friends, loansharking, extorting and even becoming a pimp

in his efforts. The Angel of Death and the Death Machine, a machine

made up of all the possible ways for a man to die, call upon

Everyman. However, he finds himself unable to face death alone, so

he calls on his friends to come with him. All of them refuse except

Roach, a low character whom Everyman has been kicking around

throughout the play. Only Roach will come with Everyman; he is

even willing to sacrifice himself for Everyman. Only when Roach

offers himself, does Everyman realize that he must face death alone,

and does.
All in all, it is a rather poor plot. The rock score was excitingat

first, but tended to get repetitive as the play dragged on. The

choreography was fast-paced but eventually, like the score, began to

get tedious. All in all, the performance started out exciting, and

went straight to boredom. If the fact that the play was not done on

the street is the excuse for this lack of quality, then the play could

not have been that good in the first place. It might have been more

effective on the street with hand clapping and foot stomping, but its

quality could have been no better.
There were some performances in Everyman and RO ch worth

mentioning. Dana Lee, who played Roach, proved to be an agile,

strong performer. He was a pleasure to watch, while Brenda Cllie,

as the mother, and Norma Sevush, as the fortune teller, made for

momentary brightness within the play. But these three could not

counterbalance the inept, uneven, tone-deaf performance of Roger

Hill as Everyman. Jimmy Justice, piano player and narrator, deserves

mention, but not much else.
It seems a pity that SAB, the English department, etal went to so

much trouble to bring Em--- and Roach here. The event ende
up a grave disappointment. I hope, however, that more and better

-events will be brought to campus; ther seems to be a dirthx of
outside entertainment here, and fair to good endeavors we better
than- none at all.-
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as the ones pictured above for a study of planetary collissions in an earlier period of the upcoming mission.

the mountains already had been
formed.

The date of the impact can be

determined because the violent

impact "reset" the radioactive
,clocks in the lunar material.
Decay products are formed by

the change of radioactive
material to non-radioactive
material. The amount of these

decay products tells us the age

of a rock. But a violent impact,
generating a lot of heat, could

cause the decay products to

vaporize. At this point, with no

decay products present, the
"clock" would be reset.

Therefore, the age we find by
radioactive dating is not
necessarily the age of formation
of the rock. Rather, it is the date
of the last cooling of the rock.

Four Billion Years
The age of the Imbrium Basin,

determined by radioactive

means, is 3.8 billion years ago,

plus or minus 80 million years.
The Apollo 17 rock samples

will be radioactively dated in

order to find out when the

Serenitatis Basin was formed.
Serenitatis was supposedly
formed in the same way that the

Imbrium Basin was formed. In
addition, the Serenitatis Basin is
thought to be older than the
Imbrium Basin. This means that
the age determination of the

Apollo 17 rocks may provide us

with a range for the time period

during which this type of
asteroid and moon collision

occurred. The determination of

this time period will be one of
the major results of Apollo 17.
Asteroids probably impacted the
earth also du-ing-this time, but
traces of these collisions have

since been eroded away by the
forces of wind and water.

By JEAN SCHINDLER
The Appollo 17 expedition to

the moon, scheduled to blast off
on December 6, may be

i m p ortant in yielding
information about a time when
planetary collisions were no
uncommon.

The destination of Apollo 17
is the Serenitatis Basin, a very
large crater believed to have
been formed by the impact of an
asteroid upon the moon. This
region, perhaps better known as

the right eye of the man in the
moon, is believed to contain
features formed early in the
moon's history of crater

impacts. The rock samples
retrieved will be dated by
radioactive meas so that the age
of the impact can be

determined.
The Imbrium Basin, or the

left eye of the moon as we view

it, is believed to have formed in
the same way as the Serenitatis
Basin. However, much more is
known about this basin because
parts of it have already been
studied by the Apollo 14 and 15
missions.

According to one hypothesis,
after the formation of the earth
and the moon, asteroids were in
orbit about the earth.
Eventually, these orbits changed
so that some of the asteroids
collided with the moon.

The impact of an asteroid 30
to 50 miles in diameter may
have resulted in the formation of
the Imbrium Basin. This basin is
360 miles in diameter and 20 to
30 miles deep. Due to its great
for", this collision may have
chaged tthe moon's orbit.

Shock Waves

Shock waves traveled through
the moon; these waves may have

been responsible for the
formation of the mountains at
the Apollo 15 site. (Remember
Mt. Hadley and the Hadley
Rille?) Some scientists believe
that the shock waves could have
caused large blocks of the lunar
crust to be thrust upward, or
faulted. The mountains at the
Apollo 15 site are two to three
miles high and are covered by a
layer of material about one mile
in thickness. Possibly, this
material in the top layer was
thrown from the area of impact,
which was 375 miles away. It
may be that this "shower' of
material arrived after the
mountains had formed. Shock
waves can traed foster than

The possibility exists that these
mountains were faulted up in a
matter of minutes and that, by
the time the "shower" arrived,

necessary because there is no further need for

stress-cleansing.
Scientific research lends support to many of

transcendental meditation's claims. Doctor R.K. Wallace

of UCLA in his accepted doctoral thesis did comparative

studies of the effects of sleep and transcendental

meditation on various measures of physiological activity.

It was found that after a few minutes of transcendental

meditation, metabolism slowed down on an average of

20%6 while with deepest sleep (between five and six

hours) it was only 10 or 15%. Also of interest was

Wallace's measurements of brain activity as monitored

by an electroencephalogram. On this point it was found

that there was an increast in alpha wave activity.

Sketchy research on these waves seems to show a

relation between them and pleasant states of activity. In

deep sleep, the "dreamy" delta waves were of more

importance. Thus in transcendental meditations, while

the body is at rest, the mind seems to be pleasantly

aware.
If a student at Stony Brook is interested in

transcendental meditation, he may attend one of the

several introductory lectures given throughout the

school year. Here, trained teachers can dear up any
questions or reservations one may have. If one becomes
interested enough to want to become a meditator,
lessons are arranged for a short time later. These last for

four days and cost $35 for students and $70 for others.
Proper teaching is considered necessary in learning the

technique and for help with any problems that might
arise. The contribution is tax deductible as the Students

International Meditation Society is run on a non-profit
basis.

daily tasks in a state of "restful alertness." After several

years of practice (twice daily for 15 or 20 minutes), one

is supposed to reach a state called "cosmic

consciousness" in which meditation is no longer

By DON SOBOCINSKI

Cosmic consciousness... restful alertness..

transcendental meditation... faddist, mystic gibberish

or major insight into the nature of man?
Among the many and diverse cultural happenings that

have invaded the United States during the last five years
has been the practice of transcendental meditation.

Particularly popular among college students, since its

inception in the country in 1967, the movement has

grown to over 13,000 people in the metropolitan area

alone and appears to be increasing at an ever-faster rate.

Transcendental meditation is a centuries-old practice,

originating in India, that is now taught under the

guidance of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. It bases its appeal

on the belief that through practicing the prescribed

meditation, one will be able to dissolve physiological

stress by relaxing and thus be able to exercise one's full,

cleansed being in activity. Its popularity was not harmed

when such luminaries as the Beatles, Beach Boys, and

Mia Farrow took an active interest.

The mechanics of the art are really quite simple and

require no special talent besides the ability to think.

What occurs is that one is given a sound, called a

mantrathat has come down through tradition. The

person is told to repeat this sound, internally, relaxedly,

not trying -to concentrate on it, but bringing it easily

into consciousness. As the mantra is repeated, one loses

consciousness of it, and the mind wanders. Eventually,

one realizes this and is supposed to return to repeating

the mantm in the same manner. All the time, one is

supposdly getting more and more relaxed, destroying

iCpea1sing nervous stress, enabling one to go about his

ok

students will have the opportunity to receive training
in this centuries old practice.
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just existing -

Teaching
On August 24, Dr. Elof Carison's dedication

University and to the development of educatio
finally rewarded when he received the E. Harris Ha
Award for Gifted Teaching. The award is sponso
the Danforth Foundation, a philanthropic organ!
which emphasizes education and urban ;
Candidates for the award are nominated by colleal
students. Last year, President Toll, with the adi
Dr. Gelber and other faculty members, nominate
for this honor.

Each semester more than six hundred student
into his dass in which he emphasizes the hum
approach to biology and stresses the importa
philosophical values in scientific matters. Carlson
that in a non-major course, it is of pars
importance that the subject matter not only be r
in the context of the course but also be applicable
student's daily experience with social and contem
issues.

Dr. Carlson was more than willing to discuss hi

in the field of biology and his accompanying educ
philosophy.

is a Gifted Art for
to the mutations. My next teaching job was at UCLA, where I

)n was taught genetics to biology majors. In 1963, after
urbison Kennedy was shot, I began to examine my values.... I

red by felt that I wanted to change society.... I felt the need

ization to relate biology to human values. I couldn't do so with
affairs. biology majors, so I taught non-majors. However, at
gues or UCLA, I could only rgach them through a television
vice of course and I felt that was dehimanizing.... So wrote
ed him to Bently Glass (who was then academic vice president)

for a -job at Stony Brook. In 1968, I was appointed
;s flock professor of biological sciences, to teach... An unusual
unistic move, since 4 most professors are appointed to do
=ne of research... Here, I sacrificed my research career and
k added made it my career to emphasize teaching at the
imount undergraduate level.

.EpI ::

, ..

..-.

Rules for Teaching

* About ten years ago I began to think, '"What makes
for good undergraduate teachingw I came up with these
five riles:

1) An intense amount of effort must be used to organize

material. Lectures must be thought out... The effort of
the teacher counts most... The instructor needs to

research how to teach, as well as what goes into the

subject matter.
2) The undergraduate responds only if he's stimulated
and only if the instructor is enthusiastic about his own

material... At UCLA I stressed the historical approach

in teaching. Now I use history selectively, and each year
I research new areas and add contemporary issues.

3) Most instructors don't repeat material. The instructor
can repeat by changing the way in which something is
said, for instance using new analogies.

4) Instructors should steer away from unnecessary
VoabulavI . It's more important to emphasize concepts.

"Outpouring of Facts"
"My interest in science began at age eight through

frequent visits to the Museum of Natural History. By
high school, genetics was my main interest. After high
school, I attended N.Y.U. My experience there was dead.
My worst experience was in my organic chemistry class.
It was just a massive outpouring of facts, unrelated to

life. The class average was eight.... I considered
becoming an English major. After N.Y.U. I attended
Indiana University Graduate School. There I worked on
gene structure and gene mutation for my Ph.D,

My first teaching job was at Kingston, Canada. I
taught genetics, but mostly did research on gene

;oMy aim is to enable students to use biology to think
about values and evaluate controversies."

6) The instructor should be attentive to students

reactions, noise, silence, or restlessness... This is why I

feel an experienced teacher is better for a lecture

course... Hell notice the students' reactions better.
"Re-examine Valuesvp

Like Kennedy, I believe in the worth of the

individual... The individual can change society... The

only way that society will survive is to re-examine

values... My aim is to enable students to use biology to

think about values and evaluate controversies... For

instance, students can learn what problems they will face

as parents or how to evaluate the problem of

pollution... There is more science in social issues than

Oven credit. .. I hope to create a socially conscious

generation which will not only throw out old valGo, but

will thoroughly examine new ones as well. There should

be more courses in other departments that emphasize
the humanistic approach. Unfortunately, there are no

adequate textbooks that contain this approach... I am

working on an outline to write a textbook in several

years.'
Dr. Carlson's plans for the-future are clear. He plans

to use the $10,000 grant to take a half year off to finish

writing a biography of H.J. Mueller. He emphasized that

he was dedicated to teaching in the undergraduate

non-major curriculum and assures us that he will remain

at Stony Brook. "I love it here. I find it the most

academically liberal school I've been in."

So for those that haven't taken Bio 101 yet, be

assured that Stony Brook's "perfect teacher" will be

around here for a long time to make an impersonal

lecture class more human and generate enthusiasm for

what might otherwise be a very dull subject.
most interesting and competent processors vve nau a; J<~y -o - ."He's one of the

Director's paise
The full impact of this program is anfested by a

statement from the director of the program, Dr. Levine:

The opportunity for me to work with students in the

volunteer program is probably the highlight of my

Stony Brook experience. I am continually amazed by

their energy, resourcefulness and creLtivity. They

push me to exhaustion. I have also received

tremendous praise of the students from hospital

employees, administrators and, most importantly,

from the patients."
But no matter how formalized the og tion seems,

it still lacks in resources such as money, supplies, and

especially in volunteers. An appeal is underway to get

students to devote some time, energy and creativity not

just to a needy cause, but to a long neglected group of.
people.Volunteers are needed. If caring, committed,
involved volunteers can not be found, these
instituffonliz patients will remain without contact
with a world taken for granted. Become part of ah

experience that will not only enrich your own lives, but

will also give another person a chance at living instead of

justexsig

Volunteers Active

But all this is not to say that nobody cares. There are

hospital administrators that do care and community

involvement has increased over the past few decades,

with volunteer programs and activities established. Since

this has only been a recent development, there are some

resources that have not been fully tapped. One large

segment is the college population.
On this campus, there is a rather large hospital

volunteer program working in three local mental

hospitals, Kings Park, Central bIlip and Northeast

Nassau, under the direction of Dr. Fred Levie of the

Psychology department.
These olunteers go to the hospitals with the idea of

truly befriending the patients who so desperately need

some form of social contact. Activities are provided for

the patients, ranging from arts and crafts for adolesents

to bingo for older patients. At Kings Park there is an

individual tutoring program for those chldren who lack
formal education, and require specific ers d help.

At Northeast Nassau there Is a o n whereby certain

patient, apanied by volunteei, come on campus

and utilize the bowling lam at the SB Union.

By ARTI NEZU

"Please come again next Tuesday. I would like very

much if you could be my friend. I need somebody like

you to talk to."
The above quote was not taken from a movie scnpt or

novel. It is part of a personal letter written by an 11 year

old girl who is presently shut away in a mental hospital.

Actually, the letter was not written by her. She does not

have the education that is open to all on the outside.

The letter had to be first spoken to a hospital attendent,

who then did the actual writing. However, nothing is lost

in the translation.
She is not alone in her isolation, for there are

thousands of patients within the wals of mental

institutions. These patients, ranging in age from six to

60, are completely shut off from the luxuries and

opportunities that are so readily avrilable to the rest of

society. Their total existence is the hospital. Some of

these patients have been institutionalized for 45 years.

Others, who are still young, have nothing more to look

forward to than a stale existence of istitutional

stagnaion. They are not living; they are simply existing.
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of bed weather-
{ ~Uraon Ballroom
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I' Be Aware I
Get your own subscription to TIME I

I at special student rates.
- At the bookstore or through

the TIME representative on campus.
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NOTICE of CED
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

ELECTIONS
TO BE HELD ON OCT. 30

Peuimons for dtse tohin run for office are now aibby

and can be picked up in the Snt Union Room 275

(CED Stdenft Govt Office 7102)
from 2-5 and 7-10 p.m.

PETITIONVS
MUST BE RETURNVED

BY OCT. 13
Bt will be mailed to ase cu enrolled in the prograpL

S FASHIONS
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) IBUes Aun Repair

) - COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE )
\Specializing In Foreign Cars
(Engine Tune-Ups = Engines Rebuilt

I Carburetors Rebuilt = Transmissions

) 10% Discount With Student I.D.

) Route 112 - Industrial Park, Port Jefferson Sta., N.Y.

Tel. 473-9370
_" "-- - - _ h

NEW YORK HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SHOW

SOWD6 OF
TOMRRV

The Biggest Pubic
Home Entertainment
Show of the Year!

* ALL THE NEWEST STEREO AND 4-CHANNEL COM-

PONENTS * THRILLING 4-CHANNEL CONCERTS
INFORMATIVE SEMINARS ON EQUIPMENT AND SYS-
TEMS * MORE THAN 100 EXHIBITS BY THE LEADING

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS

SEPTEMBER 28th thru OCTOBER 1st
THE STATLER HILTON HOTEL

West 33rd Street and Seventh Avenue

Comnenient surface and subway transportation-ample parking

l It 00 ) ADMI8,rT ONE ONLY TO god.

g aSOWiS F QOFfQ by
|a t STATLER HILTON HOTEL, West 33rfd St. A 7th A.

I Pef t this Coupon at gte for the speci aldsission price of ,%
$i 1.00. Regular admission price-$2.00. For addition»al tickets ask F

.|m| MO * Wity components s. e2

| [ ~~SHOW HOURS: kt
m THURSDAY, SEPT. 2h ................ 4 to 10 PM _ * _|
( F RI DY SEPT.^^ 29 ................ 4H tou10 SF

<^ | [SATURDAY. SEPT. 30 ........ NOON to 10 PM

M ySUNDAY, OCT. 1st .. . ........... NOON to 7 PM!

I
IFO *-AG--*, ~ ~ ~~-- Ir- I - - - -~ ~ ~

GOm^OODES,
wjfc HREEVILLESHIG CENTER. RT. 2SA SE IAUKET ^<

*^ OUR NEW PHONE MER 751-3400

- OPIZZA'S-HERO'S DINNERS
CHICKEN-ICE CREAM-ETC.

Open From 11:00 A.M. Til 1:00 AIM. Every Day
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**ANGEL AUDIO** I

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK*
Dual 1215S DC&B Shure
M91E
Scott 315B or Sherwood
S7100 AM/FM Receiver Pair
3-way 10" Air Susp. Speakers
List $650 Sale Price $425.

*We try to provide the service
|you need.
I* All| brands of stereo a nd quad .

*free Consultation- 20% to 60%

Phon dQuotes (516) 732-7320
Reg. Dealer 10 a.m.-10 p.m.

L-
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rnationale
XECTION OF

EDITEMS

d (Rte. 25) Centereach

nts,
a suits, handbagsgfts

IORROCON DRESSES

I -A - - - - a

Attention Sudents:-

WOULD YOU LIKEa
A 1973 XKE?
Joe Dee's Pizza :

'~~~I ie nf"87 nfff'~~v '
IT9 VIFWy n9 nsm^ n f a V r V N R

5 meal tickets for $10.00
Each one good at any time

for

ANY MEAL ON T7E MEI U
iPLUS Bread & butter, salad, coffees milk,

I tea, or soda (veal parmigan 50€ extra)

^rtnr*rs\ $ t «^v o r

ca no z sx

Stew ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

r 1

_ .0..

K»7

\ DELICIOUS LARGE PE
Hose interested call me, Joe Dee, at Broadway in

Rocky Point.
744-9124

Take Nicolls Rd. to Newonset, go left to 25A and continue

about 6 mile. At the Bau Haus make a left onto

Broadway--I'm one block north on the right.
Id be waiting for your caU! =

(And I too would like a 1973 XKE )
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Fig Diey TO YOUR DORM
EVERY EVENING FROM 6:00 PM TO 1:00 AMl

OUR DELIVERY SCHEDULE IS:

Y: WILL BE DELIVERED AT:

, .............. ......... GM PM
............... ......... ... 7:O0PM

............. ....... 8:00 PM

.... ...... ................ * 1

................. ...........- l 10OO PM

.................. ......... . .11:0OPM
..........-...... 12:100AM

. .. ........- . .-- _.... 1:0AM
12:4B AM .......................

0,?g? H UP ORDERS ATSCHBULEOTINE BY FRONT DOOR OF YOUR DORAL<^

ORDERS CALLED IN B

:45PM ......
6:46PM .......
7:46PM ......

46APM ......

9:46PM ......

10:45PM ......
11:46PM ......

& H UAD

DELIVERIES WILL BE
15 MINUTES LATER.

6:15 7:15,8:15,9 .15.
10:15, 11:15, 12'.15, 1:15

10:15,11:15, 12:15, 1:15

4M"

boop -- v-0A4 ko

110% D&SUNT WITH STUDENT DISCKMT CARD FOR ORDERS OVER $1.00 PICKED
AT GOODIES OR WWNHEANNG T

-. ~%_am_ tJ,aun .. a s~qSt jTDENT I.D.MUST BE PRESENTED
'' r ""'-MNOT GOOD FOR DELIVERY ORDERS

PICK UP CARD AT GOODIES

If You Have Not Received Your

S.U.S.B. Discount Card. It Can Be Picked Up

__ ___ At ^ - ^

laUUUiat P
G U U~iiti :Ia

TREE VILLAGE SH 3 CENTER. T. 2 2SA. SETAtKET75-34
*WRTEN**YEAR SEVNMTW RO UNIVERS1TY"
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Boutique Intel
BEAUTIFUL SEI

FINE IMPORT

. 1839 Middle Country Roa
Imported dresses, fabrics, pa

pants

NOW ON SPECIAL SALE-N

'^SKSW~~~~~ A
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Exotic Daneers

Noons
2 A M Daily

ft 25A
Mt. Sinai

>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

473-9193
-

Including:

Because by David. Lubell

Replay by Robert Dubel

Pixilation by Lillian -Schwartz'

A -Wonderful Construction by Don Lenzer

K-9000 by Wm. M itchell and Robert Swarthy

The Immigrant by Charlie ChaplinCu1ts & Beer
Grocer te ma

Outgoing Orders Our Specialty

546 Port Jefferson Shop Paza

I

I

I

Flat Flip Flies Straight by Dallas Garrard-

and Fred Hadley

The Examination by Paul Divids.

bring your blanketsi

_ ' . ' *'= 'Al

-,J .4om - -- %-

Your Host

Phil D'Agostino

473-9753

928-1208

We Also cater to small parties -

Ie All Makes
of

, Amplifiers,
Woodwinds,

-s, Organs, +
Accessories
ION OF SHEET MUSIC
0% DISCOUNT

I

I

INSTRUMENTS
Selmer
Conn King,
King etc.,

GUITARS
Gibson
Fender
Martin, etc.

AMPLIFIERS
Marshall
Fender
Sunn, etc.

DRUMS
Rogers
Ludwig
Slingerland, etc.

1605 Main Street
Port Jefferson

Mon. thru Sat. 9 - 6
473-5717

100 North of Tracks
Bob & Conrad
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C ol
Soda (.r

BroastedC R chleini CU
fce cream.

24 HR-DELI-
Open 24 hsm every day for your conenience

Hot & Cold Heroz

iH{ome°innide anuilnd e
Hot dinners served all night

frym our steam table

Party-time: We cater 751-9745

l d-to Vi e t, stWost down
Me. 25Ali Staket (The soppy cuer
on th IKt, beoo tl Sdet Post Office).

SALES, RENWTALS,
REPAIRS& LESSONS

- ;iG -DISCOUNTS
ON ALL INSTRUMENTS
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WY GOT HIS GUNlJ

t. 22 7.-00, 9:30,12:00

ept. 23 7 :00,9 :30, 12:00

ture HaU 100

red Hftchock~is

)W OF A DOUBT
Hafll 10 8:00 P.M

4y, Sept. 24
oca Members $.50
g aact 600

4 for Coca Announcement.

-

FOR SALE
ASHREH 2X Teleconverter for
Minolta, $30. Call Dave, 4886.

ART STUDENTS: FREE mat board,
assorted sizes and colors.
Presentation mat-mounts and metal
section frames 10% above cost. Come
in and get acquainted with Brook
Picture Framing, University Shopping
Center, Rout* 25A (ODD. RR
Station), Stony Brook. 751-5076.

TRUMPET FOR SALE Selmer
DeVille. Ust price $375 asking
$250, like new. Call Allen, 928-3250
eves.

NASSAU SUFFOLK STEREO
DISCOUNT got huge discounts on
every name brand . In stereo
equipment. Fair trade or not we
cannot and will not be undersold.
For Plone quotes 516-698-621
M.W.F. 410 p.m. T-Thu 6-10 p.m.,
Sat.-Sun. 10-1 p.m.
SAVE 20%460% All Brands STEREO
EQUIPMENT TV; Appliances.
CONSULTATION and advkc 918dl)
given. No lower prim availabK

1nV a phone cal Ane( Audio of
Selden 732-7320, 10 a.m.-lO p.m.

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
WEDDING RINGS. 3,000 rn
selections In all style$ St50
discount to students. sftff. -and
faculty. Buy drect fmM
manufactureradSAE12crt
$179 , 3/4 carat aom *2W.rfree
color write: Box 42, Fed,
N.J. 07023.

FOR SALE REFRlGERATORS $3f.
Refrlaerator Reptor Servc.
53312 caN aftem~ons of Doom e

All net proceeds donated to
Amerkan CanXr SocWty

FOUND a gold watch In Tabler
Quad. Call 246-4328 Dreiser 210B.

LOST small black Terrier, long tail.
white tipped feet. Eleven years old.
Lost St. James near harbor July 13.
Answors to Bootsie. REWARD. M.,

Dangerfleld, days 751-0066, eves Ju

LOST red metalic, shooting star-
motorcycle helmet, somewhere off or
on NIcolls nd. Reward If wanted.
Call Statesman 3690, leave message
for Joel.

FOUND text book Soc. SCI. Mair
9/14. Call 3739 and identify.

LOST Men's black wallet In Kelly
Quad area. Call Jim 6-4888 $5
REWARD. .
FOUND gold colored pkn. Call Laurie
6-4898 and describe.

LOST watch with Herw numbers..
REWARD. Please call 6-4172 Mount
C-24.

NOTICES

The S.B. Ambulance Corps., Inc. Is
givng medkal emericy tenkn

IM. o n
pus startling inaroximat on month. Anyone

9tSs lIn king the course should

numbr abd fsdirs;t & -
th AhMULANCE CffRPS. OFFICE.
or call John or Can at 6-74§ or4-2285.

The SOU 1 In
hbekd the g2m °;; b

S TEM Isfw an
nfin~"';rd wWfn

Education to _ u

Wbil_ _lera one

d pAN con Z gsbo.

HELPV
GUYS

No ex

Have a
Turn it h

$S

W' hw 100ws of "*with- ta

l

UOtA I lc:GIC .
HICKSVILLE . .
MELVILLE ...
SMITHTfWN --

(516) 485-58i

TH

(l OUR MGHBI 250 f ^ ROCK SHOP
VI ( ~~~~~~LMDtARY

3 JmC I | GEMS
Got i.*-B( a ImC>IV ( ICombnl $55.00 (icuds MINERALS|

) Wods md i.lsgl _CLASSES IN GEM CUTTING
_ ^^ r ( FACETING CABACHAN

f i _ 0O 141h yew JEWELRY, STONE
) Over 200,000 iuii te|l & G E M CUTTING...

X,000 mm Jmpa DONE ON PREMISES
RT. 25A STONY BROOK

FMn Brcm 751-0386
f . , ^OPEN 7 DAYS/WK.

ACROSS FROM R.R.

\ BB 
O RA N ~ e

^
R A C H U TI N O

CBC~a Tmlphonox 17-5444911» ^ .«. -Red~~~~~~~~C I by 2_". lob o.- NJ ''. 0i7 .
l T lKEWOOO PARACHUTING C0<Ta ^S^S 1

2010 ~63-------_-

A For Now York biformolt CeN 212-582-5_0 0 l

V ^ - r - -- x r j xT. ^ ^ -r t r *r ^ ^^ ^

ROCKY POINT | w} i

; CINEMA Ad al Aus l
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Day Off?
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rw-e Aws-
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. 260 No. Br

.425 Route
inA I awrat

JOHNN

Friday, Sep
Saturday. S

Leo

AM

SHADC
Lecture I

Sund

Non-O
Seatini

Note: Seep.

of an instructional television system.
A TV camera, the 1 " video tape
recorder and sound system will be
utilized. Sessions will be held Oct. 2
4, and 6 at 3 p.m., Rm. 251. I Ri
building. Call 6-6740 to register.

Class size is limited and admission
will be on a first-come basis.
A SMOKERS WITHDRAWAL
CLINIC is scheduled to be held at St.
Charles Hospital Meeting Room.
There will be five sessions: Tuesday
and Wednesday, September 26, 27,
and the three following Wednesdays
October 4,11,18. All meetings wll
start at 7:30 p.m. Anyone really
Interested In "kicking the habit" call

the American Cancer Society at
585-8855 before Sept. 25. $10 will
be charged to cover hospital
technician costs and film rentals, etc.
All not poeeds donated to
American ancer Society.

!yza- U/ Y1 aiifiF v H i<* , a"r% Iwo L---..Y.
Good condition.

REFRIGERATORS & FURNITURE
at low prices. See large display at
County Used Furniture -Exchange,
1522 Main St., Port Jefferson Sta.,
N.Y. 928-4498 or 473-8238.

1962 AMBASSADOR 6/cyl., rebuilt
engine, mechancally very good 

r u s t

on body - $125. 473-2507.

VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE 1965, fair
body good mechanical condition.
Askfng $375, call 475-1785 eves.

1968 PONTIAC CATALINA 4/dr.
sedan, power-steoing dual exhaust,
excellent driving condition. body fair

-$800. Call 928-0509. _

1971 FIAT SEDAN It. tan. 4Jdr.
124B spec. Auto trans. fully recling
bucket seats, low mleage. clean, Ist
$2560. asking $1900. 473-5609.

1971 MERCURY CAPRI 2/dr. sport
coupc, auto trans., low mil,
sunroof, vinyl roof dark 4rcon, irs

$2859, asking $2406.473-5g609.

SAM'S USED FURNITURE offers
cheap now and cheaper used bureaus,
chairs, sofas. bookcases, bamps,, and
tables. Also utensils. ashtrays. etc. On
Montauk Highway, Moriches.

USED PAPERBACKS alf-PcO.

Also hwnderafts bads and rnacram

Hrs. Mon-Frl 12-8. Sat. 11-6.

HELP-WANTED

SSW211% .w0n.M.t_

MATH TUTOR needed for GRE's,
preferably one who needs help in
French. Call 6-7488.

-BABYSITTER WANTED one day
per week 7:30-3 p.m. One child. Call
751-6008.

BABYSITTERS: We are compiling a
list of students wishing to babysit for
faculty families. 751-3316.

MUSICIANS WANTED for rock
group: '\ Lead, bass guitar and
drummer. Contact Roy or Andre at

473-5952, leave message.

WANTED EXPERIENCED
SANDWICH and catering man for

early a.m. work. Apply Stony Brook
Union Rm. 278.

FOLK SINGERS, groups -
Y o

ung
Peoples Pub near campus, good pay,

nice crowd and drinks on the house
- call Ahx mornings 593-6060. Eves
5:30-9 543-9238.

SERVICES

MOTORCYCLE LESSONS on
:ampus by xperlenced Instructor.
Call Pete 246-3872.

MONTEGO BAY three night
weeend $182. Include air, htir^

751-0566.

I MME AT F S1 tplicy
A~lbo 12 iddl. Coulntry Rd.,

Cetrec. 9-07 .

HOUSING

Rq~OOM SWITCH WANEDY Watll
doule*sotaXIA for aRoom 2€64 ______

APARTMENT air-conltkmn .

iZW.iS h5'/M. coll 981-0324 after
S.

5 %a * %O I v lo MW

RIDE DESPERATELY NEEDED to
Freeport and then back to campus on
Saturday mornings. If going either
way please call Ellen 4526.
FREE- SCHOOL asks donations of
musical instruments (piano please).
children's books, furniture, games,
misc., for use In school or anything
with yard sale potential. We'll
transport. 744-2313. Thanks.

SEX-IDENTITY phone 4-2277
Confidential. Starting 9/25 between
8-10 p~m. Professiknally staffed.
Information, groups.

Find out what Astrop rlay y Is,
Sundays starting Sopt. 24, 8 p.m.
SIOU 237..

The STATESMAN Fea Etor
acceptln oer for RPwry Pla
Pkle"ddi"ai on tth
Statesman offxe ROL 049, SBU.

Lcueon- wht S.is eft
11 !1 n

1

:in :0 Pn ,aklooe. FREE.

W M_ em. r y AAr Y - So "

.OU
ine _As - -o S_ j efig~ti'' 3 8"f^ -W'C=
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; (Gaft ftlki Miimdhin$ ?
| Come Knosh at the NEW

C ¢nnmnini$ Pi2t
now featuring

20% Discount with (

Student ID On Pizza.)

Italian Dinners; Heros
O(Piceo include 20% dormt.)

w $1.16 $1.00

S" B MeetBali
HMro Hero

^ - $1.10____ 7Z ___

S| Vbt wt Italian

Brad snd Outter .-6

(Except Sunday When Our Prioem Are Even Lower!!!)
Wesre open M-Th 11:30 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.

F-Sun 11:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.

or, if you'll stay, III stay!!.

At Pathmnrt Shopping Center
(Behind SIthen Mall)

TakIe Grove, N.Y.
___ .__ - 26539290 _

0W FAMILY RESTAURANT °

I Daily Specials )

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

liXtR MIDDLE COUNTRY ROADA
CENTEREACH

open 7 atm. til P U Ip.. Mon*-Tmhurse
Telephone 588 798

WEEKEND 24 HOURS CLOSE SUNDAY 9p._.

'The College Place To Eat Out"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~dm. ~ iob- -.ol. - amil Imb. Iol. -10- ..N -

lhM- qop-

iLa Cheese^ -

0 1

r- -d m-.d w - %WN qwdp-mo

-

1001 Cheese and Gourmet Speeialties
(
\
{
{
(

F

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

Free Parkig in Rear
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9 W. Main St.-
Snmithtown

Party PttersGeB lcket

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS

OPENING SEPTA. 26 HOURS MON-FRI 9I306:00



By ALAN H. FALLICK
With apologies to Abe Lincoln: "You

can win some of the ball games all of the
time. And you canwin all of the games
some of the time. But you can never win
all of the ballgames all of the time."

Saturday saw the Patriot baseball team
leading Brooklyn College most of the
time, but losing at the end of time, 54
and 6-3, as the fall season began.

A Dozen Good Frames
The batmen displayed 12 excellent

innings of baseball on the home field, six
in each game. They fielded, pitched, and
hit much better than last spring, but the
Pats exchanged two potential victories for
a pair of embarrassing defeats. You might
almost say the team was jinxed.

"We gave them both ballgames," said

disappointed coach Rick Smoliak.
Referring to the first game, assistant
coach Jim Myers added, "It's the first

time in 25 years that I've seen a ballgame
lost this way."

With both contests slated to go seven

innings, Smoliak started three freshmen
in the opener and -five Freshmen in the
nightcaps.

This squad's clutch hitting marked the
first difference between it and last year's
squad. The Pats exploited their first
opportunity in the third inning of the
opener. Starting pitcher Hal Silver walked
and freshman Mike Garofola bunted. The
ball was fielded well, but thrown down

the rightfield line.
With runners on second and third, Lou

Cruz got the first of his four hits in the
doubleheader, singling home the games'
first two runs.

Brooklyn stopped Silver's streak of 12

scoreless innings in the next frame with
what one faculty member called `-two
manure shots." "I never saw two shots in
one inning like that," he added. "It was
as if somebody hit the ball with a cue
stick."

After a hit batsman and Artie Trakas'
over his shoulder catch of a foul ,
Brooklyn batter blooped a single to right.
Another blooper that raised chalk dust
alongside first baseman Ed Fanelli
narrowed the Pats' lead to 2-1.

Chris Ryba relieved a tiring Silver in
the fifth with two on, and retired the
side. In the Stony Brook half of the fifth,
Garofola singled with one out. Cruz tried
to sacrifice and managed to get a hit as
the Brooklyn pitcher, muffed the play.

After a double steal, Trakas and Mike
Carman walked, forcing in a run. Fanelli
knocked in another run with an infield
hit, but Matt Tedesco ended the rally by
bunting into a 1-2-3 double play.

First Atrocity
Stony Brook's first atrocious inning

then began in the top of the sixth. After a
walk and a bloop hit to centerfield, a
strikeout and groundout left runners on
first and third. Then the fun started. To
Myers' disbelief, a wild pitch, walk,
passed ball, and another wild pitch made
the score 4-3. That sent Smoliak to the
mound.

Ryba "wasn't bringing his left foot
forward properly," explained the coach.
"He was throwing out of his Adam's
apple."

A stolen base and passed ball tied the
game, and gave Brooklyn runners at the
comers again. Then a fairly good Stony
Brook defense fell apart.

Ryba detected the man on first
running, ran towards him, and then
toward the other runner as he broke for
home. After forcing him back to third
and tagging too late, the Pats caught the
other runner off second. Chasing him to
third, the Pats again threw home to catch
the lead runner. The umpire changed his
call from out to safe as pitcher Ryba, out
of position, dropped the ball. Brooklyn 5,
Stony Brook 4.

Tie Try
The Patriots tried to tie in the last

inning, but fell short. Orum singled and
Trakas sacrificed, but after Carman hit
behind the runner, Fanelli grounded out
to leave Cruz on third and end the game.

In the second game Patriot John Cortes
didn't allow a Brooklyn hit until the sixth
inning. Stony Brook, meanwhile, picked
up two runs in the fourth. After Cruz
reached safely, Trakas doubled him to
third. Newcomer Ralph Rossini squeezed
Cruz home and beat the play to first.

Rossini stole second and, while the-
shortstop held onto the ball, Trakas put
the Pats up 2-0 by swiping home.

"Rocket" Rosini

In -the sixth, Rossini singled, stole
second again, moved over on a
groundout; and scored on a wild pitch to
up the Patriot lead to 3-0.

Working on a one-hit shutout, pitcher

Cortes went to work in the final inning
with centerfielder Carman and second
baseman Tedesco inserted for defense.

SAFE AT THIRD: Action against Brooklyn Collage.

The "jinx" had not ended yet. The
Patriot half of the seventh saw another
oddity occur.

After Garofola was out, Tedesco
singled, but was called out. It seemed that
rather than pinch hit for pitcher Helinski
or let him fiat, the Pats simply chose to
skip his turn and start with leadoff man
Garofola. For batting out of turn, which
was discovered by Brooklyn, the Pats had
their chances of a rally dissolved.

It was a time of mass confusion, said
some players. They also were heard to say
that nobody told pitcher Lencek that he
was up. Actually, nobody even seemed to
realize that Lencek had been removed in
the top half of the inning. As one
watching parent summed up, '-Today's a

disaster."
Pace College is here for a pair of games

Saturday at 12 p.m. At that time the
Patriots will try to win two to make up

for the games they should have won five
days ago.

PAT POENTERS: Artie Trakas played a

70 games in the Stan Musial
IFederation during the summer and
worked on his fielding. He made a pretty
backhanded 5-3 double play in the
second game ... Trakas also hit .418 over 0

vacation... A good crowd attended
opening games .. ,. Players are looking
forward to playing on new diamond in
spring ... Cruz reached safely six times
in eight trips during twinbill ... Team
remains confident despite double -defeat.

A walk and single put the tying run it
bat for Brooklyn. The batter grounded to
Tedesco, who let the double play ball go
through his legs for onelrun. A groundout
put the tying runs in scoring position
with one down. At this point, another
defensive change backfired.

Flubbed Flyball
A flyball to the left-center alley had

Carman calling for the ball and leftfielder
Scott Green running him off. As the ball
fell off Green's glove for an error, the
batter reached second in a tier game. Al
Lencek came in to pitch and quickly
loaded the bases with walks.

Ray Helinski, who tossed a perfect
seventh fame in the first game, was
called upon by Smoliak. The righthander
got the next batter to hit a hopper to
first. First baseman Rossini threw wide to
home for the Pats' third error of the
inning and a 5-3 Brooklyn lead. A single
notched another tally, and another single.
put runners on second and third as the
outfield throwain went to the wrong base.

Helinski then threw to Cruz, picking
the man off second. The shortstop rifled
the ball to catcher Ken Arthurs,
protecting against the other Brooklyn
runner bulling his way home. Arthurs,
who played well on defense throughout,
apparently intimidated the runner enough
to convince him to stop momentarily.
Then he tried to run over Arthurs, but
despite being knocked into the dirt, the

freshman backstop held onto the ball to
close Brooklyn's scoring at six.

(Continued from Page lb)

The five-foot-two senior
conceded the possibility of some
danger in the course, which
includes water polo, water
volleyball, and water basketball,
but argued that Tbompson's
ruling was unfair. "If I was a
little guy, I might get scoffed at
a bit, but I wouldn't get
excluded from the course for my
own protection, which is
essentially what they were trying
to tell me. Anyway, I-can't get
kicked in the genitals like a guy.
They can't do anything to me
that hurts more than that."

Small Men, Big Women

Estelle James, an assoiate
professor of economics and the

campus co chairwoman of the

National Orglnization of Women
(NOW), agreed that, in general,
courses should not be
differentiated by sex. "If they
are," We said, '4the burden of

proof should be on the

department to justify their

sitad. I don't see where there is

strong justification in this case.
After al, there we some smaDfi

caused by blows to the breast.
"Pummeling of the breasts of
rats and mice can result in }

cancer," he said. However, he
added that not enough studies
have been performed to waant
a conclusion at this point.

Confirmation
In any case, Leibowitz last

week was sent a formal letter
confirming the Athletic
department's refusal to keep her :

in the course. In part, the letter
states: "Your case, incidentally, S

was considered at a full faclty l

meeting and it is the considered '
opinion of both men and women #

physical education faculty that
it is not desirable to have men >

and women participate In

activities that are contact sports
and, more e y, ones that t
are of combative nature."

At pe time, the "am --t t
be presented on appeal to the
Curriculum Committee.
Leibowitz expects the campus
Office of Equal Opportunities to *
testify in her behalf, and says
that if her appeal is rejected, she 1
will take the case to the *
-American Civil Liberties Union.

men and big -women." James
thought that differentiation
should be made along similar
weight, height, and physical
characteristics, when relevant,
but not by sex.

This line of reasoning was
echoed by another female
faculty member, who prefers to
remain unidentified. She
mentioned that the course
lacked any proficiency test to
determine swimming ability, but
added, "As a woman, I'm
guessing that she doesn't have
the stamina. But that's just a
guess.

Good Reason

"Physically, I think there's a
good reason for not allowing her
to play, from the standpoint of
strength and endurance. T think
there'd have to be a change in
the structure 8of the clan to
make it more equitable. The way
it stands now, safety-wise, I
don't think so."

From a medical viewpoint,
David McWhirter, director health
seces, did not exclude the
posibity of brAt cacer beingPatriot Ptchor Hal Silver extends his scoreless streak to 12 innings, a

new Stony Brook record.
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Diamondmen

Twelve Innings-Does Not-a TwinbiUtMake

: No Polo for FloLes Thompson
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trving Collec
The opening of the Falt 1972 semester

has been one fiasco after another -bill
payment and room placement head the list.

We find it deplorable that registered
students who have beenrequired to live on
campus should initially fail to receive any
housing information and then arrive here
only to be shuffled off to temporary
housing. It would have been bad enough if
only one student were involved, but
enough students to fill Irving College
suffered with this situation for two weeks.

After two weeks of living from a

suitcase, our "new" students are finally
being assigned permanent living quarters.
We all heave a sigh of relief - right!

Hardly.

Now our erstwhile student is being
housed in quarters worse than the first!
Statesman knows that students are being
assigned to uninhabitable rooms in O'Neill-
chocolate covered, grease laden, or last
painted in the Dark Ages. This is hardly the
way to treat already-inconvenienced
people.

Aquatic

There is a little storm of sexual
discrimination brewing in the Athletic
Department, the vortex of which is one Flo
Leibowitz, a woman who holds the rank of
water safety instructor, and who has
certification to become a lifeguard.

TfSi wtorm stems from, as some people
view it, Flo's unfair exclusion from PEM
125, a swimming course entitled "aquatic
sports" and for men only. The reason for
Ms. Leibowitz's exlusion -from PEM 125 is,
to quote the chairman of the department,

Leslie Thompson, "her breasts . . . They're
exposed and we can't give her any
protection ... (she) might get hit in them
and develop cancer."

The argument over Ms. Leibowitz's
mammary glands' vulnerability to injury is
a spurious one. We are not impressed with
Mr. Thompson's and the Athletic

Department's humane concern, and showy
attempt at chivalry. Men too are vulnerable
to injury. Alhtough such injury may, not
lead to cancer, as Mr. Thompson claims is
the case with Ms. Leibowitz, it still leads to

W e find it discouraging and demoralizing

that this type, of situation should even

arise. One would think that after 10 years

of operation the University could first ,

obtain a list of prospective residents and

second, match the list with the available

bed spaces. Finally, it is a relatively small

request to ask that one's room be clean.
However, it must be said that the

officials in charge have acted prudently in

admitting their mistake, rather than

attempt to cover it with doubletalk. They

have avoided worsening an already
deteriorating situation by relocating
students quickly and providing trucks for

the moving students.
That the University has also agreed to

a partial refund for those inconvenienced
students is only proper. We would like to

congratulate the Administration for dealing
with one mistake quickly and prudently,

but this second development can only

compound an already negative impression
on those new students who have been

subjected to yet another classic in Stony

Brook bungles.

: Sexism

pain. Ms. Leibowitz is willing to risk such
pain.

Flo Leibowitz is a strong swimmer. A
requirement for the course is that the
student be at an intermediate level of
swimming. Ms. Leibowitz surpasses that
*evel. We are impressed with Professor
Estelle James' suggestion that if there must
be a differentiation, it should be made
according to similar weigh -height,-.and ,
physical characteristics, when relevant, but '
not sex. It can be pointed out that small
men may be at a disadvantage when playing
against large women.

The decision to exclude Ms. Leibowitz
from PEM 125 is indicative of the sexual
stereotypes we have, and the sex roles we
continue to play. We had hoped that in an
intellectual atmosphere like Stony Brook
sexual stereotypes and sex role playing
would disappear. It has not. We, as
intelligent adults, must make it disappear.

Leslie Thompson's chivalry must be
sacrificed if we are to-successfully eliminate

sexism at Stony Brook.

0 ~
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Letters to the editor should be no
more than W words;- ats no
more than Address aln

corespondence to- Voie of the People
P.O. Box AE, Stony B3roo} New York
11790, or, on campus: W-059 SBU.
A aeals must be snsed. The editor

es the right to edit for contet, libel
and brevity. Unsigned letters will not be
printed.
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To the Editor:
Being a hman here this year, I

was able to view the situation
un Mitchel Cohen from an

3utside viewpoint ad also as a
ncerned student. As it is tpical

for the govenment to repress
priests, workers and anyone who
xats chmage, it is typical of the
overnment to repress students
mch as Mitchel. I leaned this well
rom my e days at
Brent ood High School. It is too

To the Editor:
While we have had more than our

share of -- s with Batch
Cohen and We do not always share
his beliefe or es of achieving
them, we do not believe he has
been treated iy by the court. He

have been al--wed to plead
guilty to the samW -_gs as the 18
otes.

Now he bees trial and a psible
sentence of 15 mths. If he is
sentenced j t wi this proe?
It is a we knw fet that our
pend sys i reitate
but .ay pss!h- ad. _=
young MM for the ret of h liie.
There IS a diffee between a
mam lke Mtch and the o-called
babitua or ad imial!

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

l

us could have it. The intent was
obvious: to isolate Mitch so that
they could.all the more easily pack
him away to prison with a
minimum of publicity -and
discomfort. On the surface, this
seems rather puzzling: if all 19 were
arrested in the -same place for doing
the same thing on the same charges,
and thus -were all equally innocent
or guilty, by what principle of
justice can the denial of a deal for
Mitch possibly be justified? The
answer is, of course, that there was
no thought of principles of justice
in the mind of -the court at the
time. Mitch was singled out not
because of anything he did or
didn't do on February 29, but
because of the fact that he has been
for 8 years a serious and effective
socialist organizer in Suffolk
County, and all previous attempts
by the gangsters who run this
county and university at
intimidation have failed to stop him
from continuing to spread his ideas.
His real crime has been strong and
prolonged political opposition.
Compared to him, the county
considers the other 18 of us as
small-fry political opposition, and
so were prepared to forego
skewering us just this once in order
to better roast Mitchel. They hope
to teach him that- dissent does not
pay, and hope to put a wall
between Witch's ideas and the ears
of this community. What we must
do is show them that dissent cannot.
be stifled in this way, and that the
long tradition on this campus of
political discrimination by the
administration, of which their
actions surrounding the conference
and Mitch's trial are only two
examples, will not go unchecked.
We must all show up in force at the
Hauppauge courthouse on
September 25 and show them that
their strong-arm tactics will not
work.

To the Editor:
On September 25, in yet another

sordid episode of what is laughingly
referred to as Suffolk County
"justice," Mitchel Cohen, a student
at SUNY Stony Brook, will go on-
trial in Hauppauge District Court
for his part in a "confrontation"
that took place last February 29 on
this campus. This "confrontation"
was in reality an attempt by the
Red Balloon Collective to hold a
meeting with Robert Chason, V.P.
for Student Affairs, in an attempt
to gain use of campus facilities for
an upcoming nationwide radical
conference. The use of such
facilities had! been effectively
denied to the Collective when
during negotiations with university
officials, these officials, in a blatant
act of political discrimination, had
suddenly manufactured certain
impossible new "guidelines,"
designed specifically to bar Red
Balloon from access to university
facilities. During the course of our
attempt to meet with Robert
Chason and discuss these
developments 19 people, of which I
was one, were arrested. At'the time
of the arrests we all faced exactly
the same charges: criminal trespass,
and criminal mischief, bearing
between them- a maximum sentence
of four years and 90 days in jail.
Two days later, however, at the
preliminary hearings, we were all
offered a deal which would allow us
to plead guilty to reduced charges
carrying a maximum sentence of 15
days or a $250 fine. All of us, that
is, except Mitchel Cohen. He was
not offered the same deal as the
other 18, but rather received only
an offer to reduce his charges to
two misdemeanors carrying a
maximum sentence of one year and
90 days in jail. Furthermore, the
deal which was offered to the 18
besides Mitch was offered only on
an all-or-nothing basis: either all 18
of us agreed to the deal, or none of

To theEdor:
This letter is directed at all of the

u ersiy community, but at those

people s t ho se w it h s o m e

iota of med power and a sense of
resposbility toward what Joan
Baez hs recently stated in musical
form - *raze prisons ground."

We are all, in some sense victims
of institutional and emotional
prisons.. Thus is our socialization;
thus is our social traiing; thus is
our culture's preoccupation with
order as positive essential value; and
thus eomes the manner in which
our common lives are lead. Except
for our hearsay experience with
such atrocities as My Lai, Attica
and the repression of Cesar Chavez'
farm workers union, our
conceptions of what jails are is
more metaphysical than real in the
sense of confrontation. Can we say
what it is like to be degaded by a
medieval prison W system, where
gauntlets of club-swinging "peace"

-officers frequently act out their
libidinal fantasies? Can we
understand how it feels to have
existence confined by a drab, dank
prison box? Can we understand
%hat there are real criminals who
project that brand to the very souls

of people who oppose genocidal
ciminalism? May we feel the

frustration that the revolutionary
-

just fed when those who helped to
make them revolutionaries,
Presented the real acts of passion-
the maares, the oppression on
the welfare `edave labor" roles -
are also the condemner,
prosecutors, judges, wardens, all
acting in concert.

One of our number is unjustly
faced with prison for, with 18
others, standing up and protesting
the neo-fscist policies of this
university's administration. But the
D.A. office spokesman said, as
gleeful visions of bars, boxes and
beatings flashed in mind, "We want
Mitch Cohen. He's the ringleader,"
a statement as untrue as it is
irrelevent, as it is the long-practiced
technique of scapegoating.

If you have access to any
political media that seeks to serve

the people, if you have a conscience
that opposes and confronts
rTepression, if you as yet have not
confronted the above problems,
but, if the politico-social system is
not rescinded, might, then we
appeal that you leaflet, talk to
people and find out what's going on
in the case of The SUNY Stony
Brook Administration versus
Mitchel Barry Cohen. Come to the
trial, September 25 at 9:00 a.m., in
Hauppauge County Center.

Fred T. Friedman

LU

(D)

a)
a)
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To the Editor:
'I am not quite sure what it was

that Clifford Thier wished to
convey in his Viewpoint in the
September 16 issue of Statesman.
Was it sorrow that Mitchdel Cohen, a
sometime student and
more-often-than-not thought
provoker is almost surely to be
convicted of a criminal mischief
charge later this month and to be
sentenced to a lengthy jail term?
Was it to throw a frustrated child's
temper tantrum and to direct it at
John Toll because this institution
seems to be impreble to
change? Was it to condemn the
general student populace for their
lackadaisical and uncaring

attitudes? I don't know and I'm
sure no one else does.

I am, however, at a loss to realize
how Toll's DoD statement and the
fact that he Welcomes discussion"
on the matter of DoD has anything
to do with the fact that Mitchel is
being charged with damaging
cabinets and other equipment in
the Student Affairs office last fall.
Discussion and damage have never
been part of the same definition.
Mitchel is not being prosecuted for
discussing the matter of the Red
Balloon convention, but for
damaging property during
thoseddiscussions. "

Mary C. Carty
am

ad that I Iut just an isolated
erson and neither is Mitchel. All

iround the country and around the
world, our government who news
tself as ridt, seems to destroy all
mho it feels is wrong. That my
orothers and sisters is you and me. I.
feel that all of thoe people who
mad this ould act around this

outrageou act of x _. If tat
is done then muybetfreissome
hope for us.

Bob Young

have drawn exactly the opposite of
the -correct inference from this
lesson of history, for political
interference and suppression of
minority viewpoints within
universities preceded the main Nazi
persecutions. We protect our free
sockety not by repeating that
dssousR preedent, but by
maintaining the Univelsity as a
place where all vewpoints can be
explored.and open research can be
freely pursued.

In this country- there are many
appropriate ways in which we as
citizens can preserne our liberties
and move to change policies we do
not like; for . example, the
forthcoming election gives each of
us a chance to vote for candidates
who stand for the policies we
support. We should not take
impsoe actions wthin the
University that only d ad
impede our fheedoms.

I hope that on reflectio you will
joW with Other members of the
University community in

rting our plicy of keepg
univarsit decisions free fror
political inG d.=

M 1 S.ToR
arst

To the Editor:
This letter is a brief response to

your editorial of September 15
which was critical of the
University's acceptance of research
grants supported by the
Department of Defense.

Suppose two students in a coarse
were both outspoken in their
differing views on the war in
Viet-Nam and both desered a
grade of C on the basis of their
academic work, and a professor
gve a B to the "dove" and a D to
the "hawk"; would not Statesman
and others rightly object to this
improper use of a University
decision to influence attitudes on
the war in Viet-Nam? Similarly it
would be wrong to use University
decisions on admissions,
appointment of faculty and staff,
or acceptance of research grants as
weapons in the national political
deate.

Without fundamental
independence of University
decisions from political
dm&"nAton; the University's role in
society would be jeop*dized. .Sl*o
happened in the German station
thirty years ago that your editorial
mentioned. However, you appear to

Perps we at the University
could i " Mitch by using
his stile talets in a more
positive way. Put him to work foi
the Univlnity; TEACH him and
prepare him to wokc for a better
world for all in a Ue Seaable

KW Tenmat,

Knortz
Sbk

Cwole NW"s

*HOS SADii
AM of the abovyee s at
the -nWety.

September 21, 1972

ICommitted to Mitch
I

Cliff: What's Your Poin0t?
Michael Zwiebel

Red Ralloon rfllcwtive

Toll Answers Editorial
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„.„.,...9 .%II V ^» KT operation the computers smooth operation was Although most of the old machine was replaced, the tape storn
impaired with an almost constant stream of difficulties. Here an IBM engineer t h e previous machine were retained.
investigates a machine malfunction.

SB ComputingW Center Finally figets It Up"

age files from

photo essay by Larry Rubin

Yes, Stony Brook's new IBM 370/155 is finally up, that is, it's
operational. Installed over Labor Day Weekend the new machine ran
into some technical difficulties of which the bulk were cleared up
within a week. Some bugs still exist.The new computer is oneof the
first of a new generation from IBM, called the 370's. Our new
machine is cheaper to run, has one-third more memory and requires
only two-thirds as much space as the one it replaces, a model
36/67. Included are many new features not previously available on
th 360's.

The acquisition of the new machine was a mere rumor, right up to
the time of its arrival, on Thursday evening August 31. Tne next day
its presence was officially announced by Rex Ranaciotti, Director of
the Computer Center. After four solid days of installation work,
including one full day, just to lay the electrical cables the new
computer accepted its first job at 11 ajm. the following Tuesday.

A close-up look at the new machine's console reveals cryptically coded display lights.

i
I I
ct.:fr acquired a number of new disc drives. Disc drives are used to
-f- d and retrieve vast amounts of dats.

AT r days of ist in~ute adjustmlents, the new Computer is operating more or le5s regularly.
Here operator David KnIpfing instructs the machine.

September 21, 1972Hwe 20 SATESMAN
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acuplmenH
SMITHTOWN GOSPEL TABERNACLE

New York Ave. & Colonial Road
ISj Serut Mic s a nm. - 7p.m. - Wmd. 7Z30 p.e

A Warm Christian Welcome.
Phone 265-2485

MWHT is all aBOIT
Jesus Christ-Solid Rock is a publication for thinking youth.

Dare to read It through, word for wordl
A power and spirit force beyond anything you have known will grip you.
Jesus Christ Is now the only solid ground left In a sinking, dying world.

In the Bible, Jesus refers to believers as His "bride."
While still on earth He pinpointed a time In history

He would return to "capture" His bride from the earth.
THAT HOUR HAS COMEI

Any moment now-night or day-millions will suddenly disappear.
It will happen in a twinkling of an eye-a split second.

Every true Jesus person will vanish from the earth
To meet Jesus Christ In the celestial heavens;

Leaving a shocked world behind!
This is not a joke-it Is not a fantasy-it is the absolute truth!

Jesus Christ is coming soon.
He gave certain signs to prove His coming was "right at the door."

The world has witnessed the fulfillment of these signs.
READ ALL ABOUT IT IN THIS UNUSUAL PUBLICATION!

This world is in its midnight hour-and who can honestly deny it?
And so a cry Is now being made:

"Behold-Jesus Christ the Bridegroom is coming for His bride."
God predicted a Jesus restoration movement just before the end,

That Spirit outpouring is right now sweeping the earth.
It Is the last sign-the last call-the last conviction.

« ti I you.dare to read this publication through, one oftWo gwll appen:! -I h
+t "----».. =„ ' = - - *< » Eri d .and' secesm"nwill forc*Svou'»toewaA SVWl
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KATHRYN KUHLMAN

I want you to realize that the Bible is unlike all other
sacred books, because the Bible bases its authority on

fulfilled prophecy. Fulfilled prophecy is stronger evidence
of the inspiration and the authenticity of the Scriptures
than even miracles. And He who has kept His word in
the past will keep His promises for the future-believe
me-even to the crossing of every t and the dotting of
every i. Therefore, with perfect confidence, we can look
forward to that great event that is yet future, and that
is the Second Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ.

He will return in exactly the same manner as He went
away. When He ascended into heaven the first time, He
went up bodily and physically in a cloud. He will return
to this earth in the clouds.

There are people today who try to explain away this
marvelous coming event. They have their own little
theories about the coming of the Lord. Such as:

1. "I believe His coming again is spiritual, and that it
was fulfilled at the great outpouring of the Holy Spirit on
the day of Pentecost." Beloved, it was not Jesus who
came at Pentecost-He had just gone away, just a few
days prior to that. It was the Holy Spirit who came. Jesus
had clearly talked of another personality who was to come
at the time of Pentecost: the third person of the Trinity,
the Holy Ghost. He is a distinct and separate person from

Jesus Christ and from God the Father. That's right! And
the fact is, the whole New Testament was written after
Pentecost and declares over 160 times that the Second
Coming of Christ was still future. So you cannot accept
this first theory as truth.

2. There are literally thousands who hold to this next
theory: "I believe when a person dies that this is the

Second Coming of Christ." But Christ does not come to
earth every time there is a death! Why, a soul passes

into eternity every second. So this would necessitate
Christ's remaining continuously hereon earth. The Bible
teaches that He is in the position of High Priest at the
right hand of God the Father in the heavenlies. The fact
is, at death the believer goes to Christ. Christ does not
come for the believer. Death is the wages of sin, while
the Second Coming of Christ is the manifestation of His
love. Christ is the Prince of life. There can be no death
where He is. Death flees at His coming. His coming is
not death, but resurrection! He is the resurrection and
the life!

3. Then there are those who say, "The Second Coming
of Christ takes place in a person's life at the time of his
conversion." This cannot be! It couldn't possibly be, for
at conversion the sinner comes to Christ-not Christ to
the sinner. "Him that cometh unto Me," the scripture
plainly says. It is true that there is such a thing as the
spiritual indwelling of Christ in the believer. But His
Second Coming, like His first coming, is to be an outward,
visible, personal coming. Now that settles that.

So the first question in your mind is WHEN? When is
this earth-shaking event going to take place? Well, there
are two distinct stages of His Second Coming. The first
stage-that great catching up of the believers in the air
to meet Christ, which we refer to as the rapture-can take
place any day now. It will be a surprise. The average
person will not be expecting it. "Watch, therefore, for you
know not what hour your Lord doth come."

There have been those people who claim to have a

special revelation on the exact day and time of His return.

I
(Luke 21:27)

I Belleve In Te mirayb
OF HIS coming



Then comes stage two: the final phase of the Second

Coming of Christ. This is the revelation-when Jesus

Christ comes back to earth to set up His kingdom. This
is how it will happen:

The Lord will return to this earth in bodily form for the
first time since He was taken up into heaven, as was
described in the last chapter of Luke's gospel. This reve-
lation will be as sudden as was the rapture. The people
on earth will not be expecting it.

In the distant heaven there will appear a point of light
becoming brighter and brighter as it descends toward the
earth. It will appear to be a cloud of dazzling light throwing
out flashes of lightning. It will descend on the brow
of the Mount of Olives. There the cloud will stop and will
unfold before the awe-stricken and terrified beholders.
And there will be revealed to the people of the world-
Jesus, seated on a white horse. Every eye shall see the
Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven with power
and great glory!

You may not want to believe it. Whenever I speak on
the Second Coming of Christ, I know there are those
people who shrug their shoulders and choose to disbe-
lieve in that which is about to take place. But you want
to know something? You'd better believe it! God's Word
says it-and you're a mighty foolish person if you do not
accept the Word of God. For the Bible says, "Heaven
and earth will pass away, but My Word shall not pass
away."

It's going to happen whether you believe it or not.
Whether you want it to happen or not. It's going to hap-
pen. It's going to happen!

Do not listen to this type of person, for he is in error.
There is only One, Jesus said, who knows the exact time:
God the Father, and He has not revealed it even to His
angels.

However, we do know that so far as unfulfilled prophecy
is concerned, the Lord can come any time now without
violating any part of the Word of God. No doubt this first
stage of Christ's Second Coming will be the next great
world event. So we must stay prepared for that great day!

"The Lord Himself shall descend from heaven with a
shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump
of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first: Then we
which are alive and remain shall be caught up together
with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and
so shall we ever be with the Lord" I Thessalonians 4:16,17.

Notice what the scripture says: 'in the air, in the
clouds." When Christ comes in this first stage, this great
catching away, He will not touch the earth. He will come
into our atmosphere, and the believers-His followers-will
be caught up to meet Him "in the air." The Christians
who have been dead for years will be resurrected and
join Him in the clouds. And those of us who are alive
when He comes will be caught up immediately after the
resurrected dead. We will never know death, because we
will be translated into immortality by Him. Our bodies will
be changed in a moment, in just a twinkling of an eye.

I predict many young people reading this will be imme-
diately turned off. Some of you will call it a fanatic's dream,
but your negative reaction doesn't change the truth at all.
This world-wide "evacuation" is going to happen whether
you believe it or not.



The Lord Himself will come down from heaven

With a mighty SHOUT-
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There will be no place to hide.

But, dear brother, you are not in the ark
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Ve have just entered the most electrifying decade of
human history. The 1970's are the most determinative
decade of history-for the die is being cast as to how
it will end.

We have enough evidence available today to show us
that man is headed toward some sort of catastrophic
climax in his long history. Knowledgeable people are
saying that man will probably not survive this century.
Population explosion, pollution, ecological imbalance,
nuclear threat all point to the end of time.

There is a time limit on the human race from the stand-
point of pollution and from the standpoint of population.
And there is another great problem we are up against-the
nuclear threat.

Whenever scientists and statesmen speak of the
dangers confronting this generation, they all point to the
fact that we will reach a critical point by the mid-70's and
a catastrophic point by the turn of the century.

If we are headed toward an obvious climax in history,
there must be something in the Bible about it. There are
events today which, because they are happening all at
once, are. different from any other time in history. We are
seeing the final fitting together of all the prophetic signs
that Jesus said would come.

THE FIRST SIGN: ISRAEL TO BECOME A NATION

This one is the most important. If this sign were not

present in the world today, nothing else would be relevant.
Every generation has had some of the signs of the return

of the Messiah-so that it has always seemed that He might
come in their time. But there never has been a time before
this generation when this first sign has appeared. It is
the warning of God's timepiece, Israel. Moses first pre-

dicted that because the people of Israel would not believe
God and would turn away from Him, they would be scat-
tered around the world. He said a great nation would come
and take them captive and they would serve this nation,
while their own nation would be destroyed. This is the
first part of a two-part prophecy regarding Israel's history.

Other prophets added details. The dispersion of the
people occurred in 600 B.C. when the Babylonian
Nebuchadnezzar swept in and took the Jewish people
captive. Jerusalem, along with the temple, was utterly
destroyed. In Babylon the Jews were held against their
will for exactly seventy years, just as Jeremiah the pro-
phet had predicted (Jeremiah 25:8-10).

Just as Moses predicted (and Jesus added more detail),
Titus and the Roman legion totally crushed the Jewish
people in A.D. 70. The Romans destroyed Jerusalem and
sold the survivors into slavery, dispersing them throughout
the world and into exile that has lasted to this present
hour.

In Ezekiel 36, the prophet predicts that just shortly
before the Messiah will return and set up God's kingdom
here on earth, these scattered Jewish people will return
to become a nation again (Ezekiel 36:16-18).

Jesus the Messiah (before He was taken to be crucified),
in speaking of the events that would immediately precede
His return, told of the return of the Jews to the land of
Palestine. As a nation, He said, they would be in posses-
sion of old Jerusalem. Now remember that! He also said
that this generation which saw the Jews back in their land
and in possession of old Jerusalem would see His return!
That is what Ezekiel was predicting 2600 years ago.

When the Jews became a nation again in 1948, that
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in a direct attack upon Israel, triggering the last war of

the world.
Men who have studied this passage have identified this

power by ethnic background. Meshech, Magog, and Tubal

are tribal names as old as history itself. These tribes are

descendants of Japheth, the son of Noah, and are named

in Genesis 10. William Gesenius, expert on ancient

Hebrew declares, "This is referring to the tribes that now

form the Russian people."
Russia is the onlynation to the uttermost north of Israel.

If you take a globe and go directly north, you will end

right in the middle of Russia. If you want to read the future

of Russia, I can tell you exactly what is going to happen
to Russia and its Communist confederacies. All of Rus-

sia's confederates are mentioned, including the Arabs.

THE FIFTH SIGN: A FINAL ARAB-ISRAELI WAR

The fifth sign is this: at the same time this northern

power will arise, there will develop a confederacy of Arabs

who will unite in common hatred of the nation. Finally,

they will actually launch the attack against the nation of

Israel, bringing about the last war of the world.
The time of the end is defined for us in Daniel. It is

the time when Christ comes back. The king of the south
is also identified for us in this chapter. He is Egypt in
league with the Arab nations-and Egypt will be the leader.
The king of the north (Russia) will stretch out his hands
against the countries, and the land of Egypt will not
escape. Russia is going to double-cross the Egyptians.
Russia will become ruler of the wealth-filled treasuries
of Egypt. The Libyans and the Ethiopians will also be
captured. The words in the Hebrew translated as "Libyan"
and "Ethiopian" do not mean what we think of today as
the countries of Libya and Ethiopia. These words refer
to a whole race of people. The word translated as
''Libyan'" means the African Arabs-all of them. The word
in the Hebrew translated as "Ethiopian" is the word
"Cush," which means "black man," and is talking about
the Black Africans.

Russia, with its confederates, is going to make a light-
ning-like thrust through the Middle East and conquer the
whole African continent. Then Daniel said, "But (while
Russia is doing all of this conquest of the African con-
tinent) reports from the East and from the North shall
alarm him so that he (the Russian) shall withdraw in great
fury to destroy and annihilate many." (MLB) While the
Russian army is down in Egypt and Africa, news from
the north and east will trouble it. If you look to the north
of Africa, what do you see? Europe. And as you look to
the east, you see Asia.

THE SIXTH SIGN: CHINA WILL ENTER THE MID-EAST
WAR

While all of this is going on, there will be a great
confederacy of Asians formed. They are going to come
into this battle once the Arabs and the Russians begin.

was the most important sign any generation could see.

THE SECOND SIGN: JEWS RETURN TO OLD
JERUSALEM

The second sign is this: before the Messiah can return,
the Jews have to possess old Jerusalem, for much of the
warfare in the last war of the world will be over the city
of Jerusalem. Zechariah (12-14) writes about the battle

of Jerusalem, one of the campaigns of Armageddon, the
War of Wars! He tells us in Chapter 12:2-4 that this last

war of the world is triggered over a dispute about who
owns Jerusalem. Now mind you, Zechariah was writing

500 years before Jesus was born.

The whole purpose of the Six Day War was to get old

Jerusalem back again. Do you realize that for the first

time in 2500 years the Jews have total possession and

sovereign control of old Jerusalem? They have never

totally controlled it since they were taken to Babylon by
Nebuchadnezzar. And yet they have it now.

Since these first two signs have set the stage for the
coming of Jesus the Messiah again, every other sign I
am going to give you has great significance. If the first
two things were not true, the other signs would have no
more significance than they had in 1940 or any other time.

But you see, there has never been a time before when
the Jew has been returned from a worldwide dispersion
and been in total possession of old Jerusalem.

THE THIRD SIGN: REBUILDING OF THE TEMPLE

The third sign has not yet happened, but it will soon.
The Jew is to rebuild the temple again in old Jerusalem.
He has to. In II Thessalonians 2, Paul speaks of the great

world dictator, that future Fuehrer who is to come. Paul
speaks of this man taking a seat in the temple of God
and declaring himself to be God. The temple of God can
only be the temple in old Jerusalem. Jesus speaks of the

environs of the temple in Matthew 24:15-16. He speaks
of the "abomination odf desolation" which Daniel the
prophet predicted. This "abomination of desolation" is
a Jewish technical term meaning the desecration of the
temple's holy place. For the Antichrist to desecrate the
temple, there first has to be a temple. Documents
discovered last year, after the repossession of the temple

area, gave the exact methodology of cutting the stones

for the temple. They had been buried for centuries near

the Wailing Wall. Now the temple can be prefabricated
in about six months.

THE FOURTH SIGN: A RUSSIAN ATTACK ON ISRAEL

The fourth sign could only happen after the Jews were
a nation again in their ancient homeland. Ezekiel (Chapter
38) predicts the restoring of the people as a nation. He

said that after the Jews are returned from this dispersion,

there is going to arise a fantastic power from their utter-
most north. This northern nation would become their

arch-enemy and this nation would actually be involved
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Revelation 16:12-14 tells us about their entrance on the
scene. The kings of the east will come and stage their
armies on the banks of the Euphrates River.

That is the news which comes from the east to trouble
the Russians. Revelation 9 tells us in symbolic language
that a vast army will come from the Euphrates River. This
eastern power will build an army of 200,000,000 soldiers.
China, right now, boasts a militia of 200,000,000 soldiers!
India is taking Pakistan to the UN General Assembly
because Pakistan was cooperating with the Red Chinese
to build a road over the mountains which separate them,
a road connecting the Red Chinese with the subconti-
nent-a straight shot to the Euphrates River.

THE SEVENTH SIGN: A NEW EUROPEAN CONFED-
ERACY AND WORLD DICTATOR

The Bible predicts that ancient Rome will be revived
again just shortly before the coming of Christ. Daniel
7:15-25 gives a description of this. In the last days ten
nations will rise up out of ruins of the old Roman empire.
These ten nations, descendants of the old Roman empire,
will join together in a confederacy. They will become a
vast economic and industrial power. But the real power
will come when out of these ten nations, or this Roman
culture, will suddenly arise an electrifying leader: I call
him the future Fuehrer; some call him the Antichrist. There
is a great deal given in the Scriptures about this person,
the Antichrist. Scripture says that the ten-nation confed-
eracy, which is basically Western Europe, will come up
first. Then this dictator will take it over and weld it into
a world-conquering power.

Somewhere in Europe, right now, lives the greatest
leader this world will ever know-outside of Jesus the
Messiah. Somewhere in Europe there is a man who will
make Hitler look like a choir boy! But this man, according
to the profile the Scripture gives him, is going to appear
to be the savior of the world. People are going to accept
him as a deity. He is going to come with an electrifying
program. We are even told what the main thrust of his
promises will be.

The first promise will be to free the world of war. He
will bring universal peace. The second promise has to
do with providing an answer to the economic problems
that will plague the earth, and that will include the problem
of food. He will have genuine answers-but worship of
himself will be the price tag. He will force every person
in the world to swear allegiance to him as god, or they
cannot receive a number. And if they don't get that
number, they can't buy or sell or hold a job.

The greatest and most fantastic event ever to occur
on this earth will take place just shortly before the Roman
dictator is revealed. In I Corinthians 15:51 the apostle Paul
said, "Behold, I show you a mystery." In other words,
I am going to show you something that has never been
revealed before and that only a Christian can understand.
He said, "We shall not all sleep (die), but we shall all
be changed." The Lord will give a shout, and we will be
caught up in the air and will be changed from mortal to
immortal. Suddenly we will be face to face with the Lord!

The Bible speaks of the fact that the institutional church
will get worse and worse just shortly before Christ takes
the real Christians out of the world. All the churches will
then be brought into the one-world religion. This will be
the foundation of a great religion which will be the revival
of MYSTERY BABYLON (a religion founded on astrology,
witchcraft, and later, drug addiction). The root of this
evil religion (as Revelation describes it) is already imbed-
ded In our present culture.

The part that is very important to note is the Bible says
there will be a tremendous number of people who, when
they become afraid of all the things they see, are going
to respond to the claims of Christ. Just before the taking
up of the true Christians there is going to be perhaps the
greatest time of evangelism ever known here on earth.

These new Christians are not going to change the world,
because the world is going to hate them and put them
to death. We are approching a time when you are going
to be killed for being a Christian. It is already happening
in much of the world today.

No matter the cost, it will be worth it all: to leave this
messed-up world and join Christ in looking after the needs
of His limitless universe.

COMMON MARKET "SUMMIT" MEET

I believe that the European Common Market is the
foundation for the revival of Rome and the ten-nation
confederacy. Just recently it was announced that by the
mid-70's the Common Market expects to add four more
nations. That will make ten! A French foreign minister
recently said: "The Europe of the future, when it finally
unites politically as well as economically, will be the
mightiest force on earth." Adapted from THE LATE G REA T P L AN ET EA RTH : A b e st se lle r published b y Zo nd e r-

van Publishing House.



"We are in the first phase of what is perhaps the penultimate
revolution. Its next phase may be atomic warfare."-Aldous Huxley

There is no predictable future for them
Living under the burden of change.

Confusion everywhere, verging on total chaos,
No center to things-no shared belief.

To call it a revolution is too simple:
Something is happening deeper than that.

It touches every aspect of life:
Sex, religion, politics and all the senses.

It is multi-dimensiondl and mysterious.
In some way it has to do with rediscovering ONESELF,

Along with a foyer
Into the mystery of the cosmos.

These youth are a class-a tribal class:
Thinking of themselves as exploited, abused,
processed.

"Things are in the saddle and they ride mankind."-Emerson

Believing elders have failed them,
They learn from one another.

They despise the old traditional ways of life
Claiming they led to cesspools in Vietnam and Chicago.

Stubbornly determined not to be ruled by anyone,
jThey repudiate most of the basic assumptions of
society.

Down on all systems that stimulate greed,
Sex desires that cannot be satisfied,

Hatred with no outlet but in violence,
They feel like prisoners on this earth:

Worrying about their impotence to change things
With no one to comfort them about tomorrow.

"We see all around us a terrible alienation of the best and
bravest of our young; the very shape of a generation seems
turned on its head overnight."-The late Robert Kennedy

Phony religion only intensifies their confusion;
Easy and early sexuality swallowed them up;

They were trapped in a web of new ideas;
Drugs became a way out of the jungle-

An escape from institutions geared to another
generation.

They were unable to change the establishment through
rage,

So they tried to melt into a landscape of fantasy;
Through psychedelic adventures find a new
revelation.

Hoping to discard their old identity and take on another,
A strange kind of brotherhood developed

With promise of dramatic and enchanting forms
of reality.

Drug abuse became a shared experience-
A group ride into risky currents.

"PRESIDENT SAYS DRUGS NO. 1 PROBLEM"

9

children of the bomb
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Unwilling to punch a clock for industry
(While their fathers sever the tie between work and

wages)
Their nervous systems have been shattered

By news media panic and rumors of war.

So they have turned to a romantic infatuation with

guerrilla warfare:
A misty-eyed involvement in power struggles,

Enchantment with the teaching of Mao and Che
Gueverra.

4 "CRIES OF 'CHE' TAUNT VICE PRESIDENT"
They feel the empire is crumbling

As did all others in history.
So the continents are up for grabs.

They believe the country is coming down
And will die off like an insect.

So they want to go down making love,
And singing in the face of the apocalypse.

You see this new breed sitting in hordes all over the world
Waiting for a suicidal, killer world to end.

"Blood and fire, and pillars of smoke."-Joel the Prophet

But the feeling of freedom was empty
When all believable authority dissolved

And everything replaced by experimental experience
This false freedom was unmasked and exposed.

They had become gods to themselves
Free souls took to the mountains and deserts.

They ran from God, from homes and parents,
Simply hitchhiking or riding freight trains . . . away

Just to see what lies beyond the next hill.
All the guides to life were lost or abandoned.

That is how it happened.

Beginning in the early sixties
We began to reap the failure of the fifties.

The children of the bomb suddenly split-
Acidheads and potheads replaced eggheads.

Junkies and rebels became heroes.

It became a "high" society
Whose members turned from Billy Graham to
Timothy Leary.

Dropping out became a religious experience-
Hard kicks replaced soft kicks:

Young people flirted with the outer perimeter
of existence.

Flights from reality chipped away at their hearts
Emptying them of hope and belief;

Life became nothing but an empty outline.
Eaten with an inner intensity they could not name,

Children of the bomb lived with absolute annihilation
Spreading that indelible stain on everything they touched.

World crises and assassinations and civil wars
All brought new feelings of alienation and
hopelessness.

"Are we witnessing the final act of a Greek tragedy, with the
chorus warning of the impending disaster, but helpless to act?
Maybe we are."-Eriah Fromm

The hypocrisy of high dignitaries
And the immorality of the new world church

Cut them off from the root source of life.
The children of the bomb have been radicalized.

Introduced by the underground to one view of issues.
Tossing insults at non-liberated people,

They have become polarized and crystalized;
A nation within a nation,

Clustered in big city Bohemias,
"Love is alive and hiding in San Francisco"

Fighting off malnutrition and VD
Migrating across continents,

Fleeing from an unnamed enemy,
Seeking an undefined haven,

Running from the bosom of middle class obesity,
Tired of superficial fashion hangups

Promoted by dollar-mad manufacturers,
They parade in curious costumes and wild dress,

Blasting intellectuals, liberals, and the establishment
alike.

Not a word has to be spoken between them.
It is an inner message they have all received:

THE END IS NEAR,

And organized religion doesn't have a ghost of a chance
To reach them in their bankruptcy.

All hope is gone-every door shut.
Except One!

JESUS CHRIST-THE SOLID ROCK
He is now restoring-uniting-healing.

His presence is n.ow an international issue.
Thousands of revolutionaries have been captured by Him!

Christ is whacking the powers that be!
Change is in the air!

False clergymen are sweating in their starchy collars,
While a Jesus phenomenon punctures their dogma.

Mao's Red bible is being exchanged for God's Holy Bible.
There is even a stirring in the dirt:

Junkies, harlots, hippies, and freaks
Now preach, praise, and pray.

JESUS CHRIST, SUPER FRIEND

Has replaced Jesus Christ Superstar.
Heaven's Western Union has telegraphed a message,

And the children of the bomb are receiving it
_- · Loud and clear:
Jesus Christ will soon return

To enlist an army of believers,
Raptured in the twinkling of an eye

To meet Him mid-air in the cosmos.
And it shall be even as the Scriptures promise:

Whosoever will call upon the name of the Lord
Shall be saved.

"This really revolutionary revolution is to be achieved, not in the
external world, but in the souls and flesh of human beings."

-Aldous Huxley
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SUDDEN OBSTRUCTION:
HIROSHIMA

"... and they shall deny the master
who bought them,

bringing on themselves quick
destruction ... "

(II Peter 2:1)
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FAMINE
"And there shall be famines
and plagues
... in different places ... "
(Matthew 24:7)

/

"... and the elements shall melt
away with a burning heat..."

(II Peter 3:10)^
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I
JEWS

RECAPTURE OLD JERUSALEM
The wailing wall is now

in the hands of Israel for the first time
since the destruction of the tempfe.

(Read Zechariah 12-14, Ezekiel 36:16-18)
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RIOTINQ AND DISTRESS
"... and there shall be distress
of nations on the earth,
and bewilderment..."
(Luke 21:25)
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EARTHQUAKES
"And there shall be great earthquakes
in various places..."
(Luke 21:11) '^^.A

(left to right)

REPLANTING OF ISRAEL
"... the desert shall blossom

as the rose-
it shall blossom abundantly..."

(Isaiah 35:1)
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WARS
"There shall be wars and

rumors of wars..."
(Matthew 24:6)
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.< ^. PEACE MOVEMENT
"When men shall cry, Peace-Peace;

then sudden destruction
shall come on the earth..."

(/ Thessalonians 5:3)
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The world's greatest mystery is about to be solved. It
will involve a miracle so big, so vast, so out of sight-only
real Jesus people can believe it!

And this is it: God is going to change millions of human
bodies from every nation into celestial bodies in a split
second's time!

"Behold, I show you a mystery; we shall not all sleep,
but we shall all be changed... in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet
shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incorrupt-
ible, and we shall be changed"

(I Corinthians 15:51-2).
It staggers the human mind! But believe it or not-here

is exactly what the Bible says is going to happen:
1. Corrupted, diseased, cancerous bodies will be suddenly

transformed into incorruptible, perfect, celestial bodies.
2. Cripples will get new, perfect limbs. Old, decrepit bodies

will be instantly made into perfect, holy bodies.
3. The grave of every true Christian will break open. In

a split second, all the dead believers from every tribe
and nation will be raised with new bodies.

4. Immediately after the dead are raised, we who are alive
and believe will suddenly vanish from the earth, encased
in a new body. We will be caught up to meet Christ
in the air.
UNBELIEVABLE? A fantastic fairy tale? A put-on mystery

concocted by a fanatic? A cruel hoax?
NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Read it again: it's all in your Bible:
"We shall all be changed-in a moment-in the twinkling

of an eye..."
This mysterious and miraculous change will take place

in three distinct happenings. Two of these happenings
are ALREADY BEING EXPERIENCED-and the last can
happen at any time now!

Any living person on earth can get in on this miracle
during the first two happenings, but only committed Jesus
people can participate in the third stage. These three
happenings are clearly predicted in every Bible:

Happening Number One:
A JESUS RESTORATION MOVEMENT!

The Jesus movements now sweeping the earth have
been started by the Holy Spirit to prepare the nations
for the return of Jesus Christ. The ancient prophet Joel
predicted that immediately prior to the coming of Christ
an army of Jesus people would be raised up to prepare
the way. They would be commissioned to make a midnight
cry to "go out and meet Him." Here is how the prophet
of God described this army of Jesus people;

Joel, Chapter Two
They will sound an alarm that judgment is near.

It will be a great and powerful army-the likes of them
have not been seen before,

And never will throughout the generations of the world!
They will upset the calm and peace of the land:

Like warriors mounted on horses they will march
Almost like a fire raging across the fields!

The world will be afraid of them
Because they charge like infantry men.

They climb over every obstacle like commandoes.
Refusing to break rank-never crowding one another,

Each person is right in his place.
No leader but one chief commander,

God!

They swarm over cities, mountains, walls,
Everywhere they go they shake things up!

They will shine so brightly it will obscure the sun and
stars.
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The Lord will lead them with a shout.
It is His army, and they obey His orders-

They know the day of the Lord is at hand!
And no one can endure that awesome day,

So they all preach one message:
"Turn to the Lord Jesus Christ while there is still time.
Give Him all your heart. Come and surrender to Him.
Repent and change your life. The Lord is merciful and
kind-full of forgiveness and love. He does not want
to punish or hurt you-so He calls you in love.
Whosoever shall call upon His name shall be saved
from judgment."

Thousands of young people around the world have
joined the Jesus army. Drug abusers quit using narcotics.
Pot heads and acid freaks began to study their Bibles
and surrendered to Christ. Runaways and hippies turned
to the Lord and found what they were looking for. CampuS
atheists and SDS members opened their minds and hearts
and invited Jesus Christ in. Now, students everywhere
are a part of this army of Jesus people.

Why did it happen so suddenly? Why is it spreading
to every nation? What does it all mean?
* It means the Holy Spirit has set up office to enlist an

army of former sinners (He has restored those who
heeded the call to enlist) and they have been chosen
to warn the world that time is up! *

* This restoration army is not made up of crazy fanatics.
They do not preach a doomsday message of fear. All
they are saying is this: "It's the midnight hour for this
old earth. Judgment is coming-but Christ wants to save
you. Give up, while there is time."

Happening Number Two:
THE HOLY SPIRIT OUTPOURING UPON ALL FLESH!
There is going to be a deluge of the Holy Spirit upon

every man, woman, boy, and girl on the face of this earth.
"In the last days, God said, I will pour out of my Holy
Spirit upon all mankind . . ." (Acts 2:17).
When this happens, we are to know then that the return

of Jesus Christ is right at the door. He is coming right
after the Holy Spirit is poured out. And when the Holy
Spirit is poured out, three things will happen:
1. He will convince every human being of his sin;
2. He will reveal the availability of God's goodness and

grace;
3. He will convince men that they can be delivered from

the certain coming judgment.
"And when He is come (the Holy Spirit), He will con-
vince the world of its sin, and of the availability of
God's goodness, and of deliverance from judg-
ment... o ~~ m e n t ... "-~ ~(John 16:8)

According to God's Word, it appears that a certain
limited time has been set (perhaps just a few weeks or
months) in which it is possible every human being will

experience an 'overwhelming by the Holy Spirit.

* Every Moslem and Jew;
* Politicians, world leaders, and dictators;
* Rich and poor-black, white, red, yellow;
* Every criminal behind bars, every prostitute on the

street;
* Students, professors, ministers, labor leaders;
* The old and feeble, the young and strong
* Russians, Chinese, Africans, Indians and Europeans:

Every breathing soul should experience this unusual
happening.
* It is probable that every person on earth will be

convinced by the Holy Spirit of his sins.
* Everywhere the gospel message has been heard the

Spirit of God will convict men of its truth.
* There will be a silent, world-wide call to repent and

prepare.
* Men will instinctively know they can be spared judgment

if they only look up to Him for deliverance.
* (The concept of instinctive knowledge of God was first

explained by the Apostle Paul in Romans.)
"But God shows his anger from heaven against all
sinful, evil men who push away the truth from them.
For the truth about God is known to them instinctively;
God has put this knowledge in their hearts"

(Romans 1:18-19 Amp.).
''For this reason you are without excuse, O man, every
one who judges, for you condemn yourself in that
in which you judge the other, for you who judge do
the same things"

(Romans 2:1).
* Every person must either respond or reject the Spirit's
call. The rejectors will shake off the conviction by saying:

"But where is the sign of His coming-for things
continue as they were from the beginning of time?"



The rejectors will be turned over to a hard heart and

a reprobate mind. Their chances will be lost forever,
sealing their own doom. They will become pleasure mad
and sensuous and will laugh at the very thought of judg-
ment and death. They will turn to an antichrist and fill

the earth with sex, perversion, crime and violence.
But those who respond will become new people. They

will be changed now to prepare for the great change that
is soon to come. Many are called into the.4restoration
movement-but only a few of these called ones will obey
the Spirit in the end and enter the straight and narrow
gate. It is possible to be restored from an old sinful life,
delivered from evil habits, join the Jesus people, but still
be lost when Christ returns. Listen! When the Holy Spirit
comes upon you, He says:

"Come out from among them and be ye separate and
clean-then I will receive you."

Clean up your hands and purify your heart! Then you
need never fear God's judgment!

Happening Number Three:
THE RETURN OF JESUS CHRIST TO

CAPTURE THE CHRISTIANS!

The world's greatest mystery will end in the twinkling
of an eye. The trumpet of God will sound, and Christ will
appear in the heavens to rapture His children from the
earth. The Holy Spirit will end His work, ceasing to strive
with and convict men. We who trust and believe will vanish
in a fraction of a second and be changed. We will leave
the earth and meet our Lord and Savior in the atmosphere.

When this will happen exactly has not been revealed
to men. But God did give certain clues (or signs) that
would pinpoint the approximate time of Christ's return.
In fact, Christians have been commanded to "Look up
and rejoice when these signs begin to happen, because
redemption and rapture is near." Not only have all these
signs of His return begun-they have nearly all been ful-
filled. This can only mean the earth is living on borrowed
time. The clock has already touched midnight.

* God gave us the "Prosperity sign":
"As it was in the days of Noah, so shall it also be in

the day when Christ shall come."
How was it then?

They were drunkards and gluttons.
They were playing games of marriage and divorce.

A time of great prosperity and a construction boom.
They were absorbed in trade, merchandise, and fashion.

If Noah lived today, he would cry:
"'It is just as in my day-The hour has come-Seal your

ark and prepare to leave."

* The "Peace sign":
*'When men shall cry peace-peace and safety-then
shall the end come.. ."

A peace movement will arise in the last day.
Men will be crying and sighing to live in safety

From bombs, threats, wars, and rumors of wars.
Look all around you today.

See the thousands who have joined the peace move-
ments,

And remember, God said:
"Peace shall become a by-word, a sign of greeting:

This means Christ's coming is near."

* The "Violence sign": (11 Peter 2)
We are warned to beware of a time when men will:

Despise government,
Riot in the daytime,

Speak evil of those in authority,
Speak swelling words of vanity,

Seduce the innocent and mock righteousness,
Laugh at and flirt with evil powers,

Live in sin while sitting in on the Jesus festivals,
Proudly boast of their perversion and sin.
Now any intelligent person knows these very things are

all reflected in today's newspaper. These signs are hap-
pening all around us and should be our final warning
of His return.

The clues are all in. The last call has gone out. Now
it's all up to you. The only important question left is this:

"Will you be ready to go when He comes?"
You must answer that question today! You can't put it
off any longer.
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or because it contains over 500 direct promises from God to
evers. The dynamic promises of God right at your fingertip.

YOU HAVE DOUBT?
Is book gives you over a dozen promises on how to over-
mne doubts.

ver 50 problem areas of life are Included and promises of God
) cover them all.

rhe Bible states very clearly we are made PARTAKERS OF HIS
DIVINE NATURE THROUGH STANDING ON HIS PROMISES.
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one of the best witnessing tools ever offered.
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The Bible predicts:
Satan will attempt to infiltrate

The Jesus restoration movement
with PHONIES.

NOW HEAR THIS:
Not everyone who uses My name

Will enter the Kingdom of heaven-
But he that doeth the will of My Father.

Yet many will come on that final day saying,
"Lord, we preached in your name!"
"We did miracles in Jesus's name!"
"We cast out devils!"
"We did many wonderful works!"

But the Lord will say to them,
"DEPART from me, you indulgers in sin.

I never ever knew you."

Woe unto you, hypocrites and Pharisees!
You pretend to be holy

With your long public demonstrations and prayers.
You try to look saintly and pious,

But under your robes you are besmirched
With every sort of hypocrisy and sin.

You go to all lengths

To make one convert,
Then turn him into twice the son of hell you are.

You tithe and keep the law to the last letter,
But you forget the more important things:

Justice, Mercy, and Faith.
You strain at gnats and swallow camels.

You polish the outside,
But the inside is foul and corrupt.

False prophets shall arise and lead many astray,
Doing wonderful miracles-

Attempting to deceive even God's elect.
I have warned you:

By their fruits you shall know them-
Where there is confusion and division

There is evil work.
You would think these phonies were Moses

The way they keep making up so many laws
And making people obey their every whim.

DON'T follow their example!
They load you with impossible demands,

And don't try to keep them themselves.
All they do is for show.

The true test is LOVE.
For if any man love not his brother,

The love of God is not in him.
He is a phony!

(Matthew 23 and 24)

beeleFe o� plfonp Jesus people
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Astronaut James B. Irwin prepares to climb into Lunar Rover during Apollo 15 moon visit
"And there will be signs in the sun and moon ... " (Luke 21:25)
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Jesus warned that we who have watched the rebuilding
of the Israeli nation are a destined generation. We should
know, as positively as spring buds announce the summer,
that the season has come: the end He spoke of is near!

"When you see these things taking place, understand
that the kingdom of God is at hand. Truly, I tell you,
this generation (that is, those living at that definite
period of time) will not pass away until all has taken
place."
What are these "things taking place" which we should

anticipate? They are new and unprecedented events
which are intertwined with the ancient promise of God
to Abraham, father of the Jewish nation.

"Now the Lord said to Abram, Go out of your coun-
try...into a land that I will show you. And I will make
of you a great nation" Genesis 12:1, 2.

This promise has not been broken although the ravages
of time, persecutions, and wars have almost succeeded
in pushing Abraham's people into oblivion. And what has
this to do with the end of time? Simply this: the ancient
prophets linked the rebuilding of Israel to the last days
of history-and to the Second Coming of Christ. The
Jewish people, after a long period of exile would return.
Israel would be rebuilt against overwhelming odds right
in the face of her enemies.

Ezekiel the prophet saw that the reborn nation's ene-
mies would be supported by Moscow, the powers from
the north. Research of old historical records will show
that Ezekiel's terms Meshech, Gog, and Tubal are ances-
toral Russian names. The people of Meshech became
subjects of Gog, the ancient prince of Rosh. Later these
tribesmen were called Muski. Herodotus the historian
referred to these people as Moschoi. From these names
Moscow, Russia is derived. Ezekiel's term Tubal is synon-
ymous with Tobol, a river in Russia. Tobolski, a city on
that river, has the same name origin. Ezekiel prophesied
the Moscovites' hatred of Israel centuries ago.

Christ, speaking of the period of Israel's rebirth,
described it as:
* A time when man's attention would be turned toward
the moon and space. "There will be signs in the sun,
the moon, and the stars."

* A perplexing and greatly distressing period for the
nations of the earth. "Upon the earth distress-trouble
and anguish-of nations in bewilderment."

* An age of the uprising and rebelliousness of the mass
waves of humanity. "The roaring of the tossing sea."
Jude later refers to those rebellious masses "carousing
together-openly-without scruple...They are clouds
without water, swept along by the winds, wild waves
of the sea, flinging up the foam of their own shame."

* An age of heart failure, anxiety, and fear. "Men dying
with fear and apprehension and expectation of the
things that are coming on the world."

* An age of breakdown which would even see the shaking
apart of the powers and the laws of the universes, i.e.,
the laws of time, distance, gravity, the breaking down
of matter. "For the very powers of the heavens will
be shaken." (Interesting note: heavens in the original
Greek Gospel is ourania, from which we derive the word
uranium.)

* A generation which would see the emergence of
nations. More nations have been formed-and have
come to play a part in world politics-in this century
than all of the last 2000 years taken together. "And
He told them a parable: Look at the fig tree, (the fig
tree is symbolic of Israel: it appears on the national
seal) and all trees; when they put forth their buds and
come out in leaf, you know that the summer is already
near."

* A time when people would be caught up in a life of
trivia, silliness, entertainment, and indulging. "As were
the days of Noah, so will be the coming of the Son
of man. For just as in those days before the flood, they
were eating and drinking, marrying and being given in
marriage."

* An age of mental depression. "But be on your guard
lest your hearts be depressed-weighed down-with the
giddiness and nausea of self-indulgence, drunkenness,
and worldly worries and cares."

* A time when even serious-minded people would be so
wrapped up in the business of the day that they would
be unaware of the coming events. "But take heed to
yourselves lest your hearts be overburdened with the
... cares pertaining to the business of this life and that
day come upon you suddenly like a trap."
So Jesus says this generation is headed for a show-

down. A rendezvous with destiny! "...Suddenly, like a
trap!"

JESUS CHRIST WILL RETURN!
Many people will not be ready. Yet it is true, Christ wants

us allto be ready. He pleads, "Keep awake then and watch
at all times: praying that you may be accounted worthy
to escape all these things that will take place, and to stand
in the presence of the Son."

Jesus is quoted from Luke 21 and Matthew 24 of the Amplified
Version.
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Ihere is an unforgettable statement from the French
historian, Ernest Renan: "All history is incomprehensible
without Christ." I have recently come to see the great
truth of this.

The events of men and of nations take on significance
only in the light of Christ. More than ever, I have seen
my own life come to have meaning only by the application
of Jesus Christ. Jesus has even given meaning to the
frustrating, incomprehensible ups and downs of life. He
has answered in my life what I am sure is the basic longing
of every man: to know that one's daily affairs are ordered
and significant. Suddenly He has moved all things into
place, making everything clear.

thrist has done the same thing for human history.
Through the years He has been moving everything into
place. All history is now clear. Russia is now in her place.
Isae is jr her place. So are Europe and China.

Our country, like it or not, is moving into its place. The
Jesus movement among our young was prophesied long
ago in God's word. Despite the movement's weaknesses,
it was ordained in God's history. And I am thankful for
it. It is thrilling to see thousands of youth buying Bibles
instead of sex magazines. Their preaching, good or bad,
is a thousand times more pleasing than having them drop
acid or tear up our campuses. Personally, I have thrilled
to the great response we have received from our movie
"T/e Cross and the Switchblade." Such a response would
have been unthinkable just four years ago. But now God
i& fulfilling prophecy and pouring out His Spirit upon our
youth.

The miracle of God's Spirit is being experienced in every
area of society I know. My business acquaintances, actor
and actress associates, laymen and minister friends-so
many of them are finding a new dimension in the Holy
Spirit. Long ago, God's Word said this would occur in
the last days.

The people of our land unfortunately are following an-
other prophecy-they are delving into the occult. I must
frankly admit that witchcraft and drug-induced black arts
are now big things among Hollywood's jetset. This move-
ment is spreading rapidly, pushing its followers toward
their place in history.

When I see these things taking place, when I see the
religious and political foundations being laid for Antichrist
himself, history suddenly becomes very clear to me. I have
a hope which is only strengthened by these frightening
events. I believe Jesus Christ is coming back for His
people very soon!

The fascinating truth is that this event is destined to
be experienced by my generation. Those who live in the
Lord never see each other for the last time! Only when
I discovered this truth did I really begin to live.

If my hope seems absurd to you, it may be that you
are the big loser, not me. I like to remember the lines
of that great grandfather of theatre, Goethe, "Those who
hope for no other life are dead even for this."

I pray that you too will come alive in Christ-and share
with me the hope of His return.
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1 921 A.D.: Things fall apart: the center cannot hold;
Destruction mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
of social the blood-dimmed tide is loosed and
orders, everywhere the ceremony of innocence*
anarchy, is drowned; The best lack all conviction,
Jewish while the worst are full of passionate
atrocities, intensity. Surely some revelation is at
apathy, hand; surely the Second Coming is at
the "'silent hand.
majority," Nobel Prize recipient, poet, and propheta n d

W. B. Yeats
violence. *Hitler's slaughter of innocent Jews repeated Herod's

slaughter of the Innocents in Jesus's day.

1937 A.D.: Technology is the power with which the
Godless earth grips man and subdues him. And
tech- because we rule no more, we lose the
nology's ground and then the earth is no longer
spoilation our earth, and we become strangers on
of the earth . . . Without God, without his
environment brother, man loses the earth."

Dietrich Bonhoeffer,
who was later executed by the Nazis

1 967 A.D.: "Not only war, famine, pestilence, and
Anarchy revolution, but a legion of other
and futility calamities are rampant over the whole
of our world. All values are unsettled; all norms
time. are broken. Mental, moral, aesthetic, and

social anarchy reigns."
Dr. Pitirum Sorokin, Harvard sociologist

TODAY: "We have turned to conquest of a
Need for an material nature, and therefore have
experience become very rich in the material sense.
with God. But we are poor spiritually. I think it may

be time to turn back in that direction,
towards religion. I don't mean going to
church and reciting certain creeds, the
outward form of religion . . . By religion,
I mean the inward spiritual form of
religion."

Arnold Toynbee, Historian

600 B.C.:
Travel and
knowledge
explosion of
last days.

65 A.D.:
The "new
morality" of
the last days.

1555 A.D.:
The horror
of modern
warfare,
especially
bombs.

1669 A.D.:
The
rebuilding
of Israel

1710 A.D.:
Last days
prophecy
believers.

". .. shut up the words and seal the
book, even to the end of time: many
shall run to and fro and knowledge
shall be increased."

Daniel 12:4

"You must face the fact: the final age of
this world is to be a time of troubles.
Men will love nothing but money and
self; they will be arrogant, boastful, and
abusive; with no respect for parents."
Paul, in I/ Timothy 3:1,2 New English Bible

"Live fire will be put in globes, hidden
death,
Horrible, frightful.
By night the fleet will reduce the city to
rubble,
The city on fire, the enemy indulgent."
The French Prophet, Nostradamus (5. 8)

"When once God shall begin this work
of Israel's salvation, it shall be carried on
with speed and irresistible might... All
motions, when they come near their
center, are most swift ... The Israelites,
at their return, shall even fly."

Increase Mather,
President of Harvard College

"About the Time of the End, a body of
men will be raised up who will turn to
the Prophecies, and insist upon their
literal interpretations, in the midst of
much clamor and opposition."

Sir Isaac Newton

TODAY:
Hunger for
God.

"There is a spiritual or religious hunger
among young people which standard
brand religions just don't satisfy. For one
thing, the standard brand religions . . .
are not sources of power. This generation
wants to experience. It longs for power."

Alien Watts, one of the founders of the
Flower Movement

1800 A.D.:
The Middle-
East conflicts
of today.

"The nations round them (the Israelis)
will make a general combination against
them when they least expect it and will
gather a numerous and very formidable
host to effect their destruction. In this
they shall not finally succeed."

Clergyman and writer,
Dr. Elhanan Winchester

TODAY:
"Show us
Jesus."

"In one hundred years of physical and
chemical science, man will know what
the atom is. It is our belief that when
science reaches this stage, God will
come down to earth with his big ring of
keys and say to humanity, 'Gentlemen, it
is closing time.' "

French chemist Pierce Berthelot

"To the church world ... to all
Christians everywhere, here is what
we're saying: Don't tell us what you
believe. Show us how much like Jesus
you are!"

From a baptismal address at Corona
del Mar Beach, California, where 800

Jesus people were baptized.

1869 A .D.:
Breaking
down
of the atom.

prophecy
through the ages



Admit it! You are a rebel against God's rulership in your
life. You live only to suit yourself. You go your own way, a
stubborn, lonely, rebellious sinner. You are not ready for
the coming of Christ.

Do you really understand what sin is? Sin is a refusal to
live intelligently, to conform your life to the truth of God's
Word. It is NOT just a weakness, but a state of rebellion:
because you refuse to recognize your very clear obliga-
tions to God and man. God honestly wants to give you
mercy, pardon, peace, and happiness-but you -must
accept them on HIS terms.

As a rebel, you have a crippled conscience. The apostle
Paul describes it as a "mind and conscience that is
defiled" (Titus 1:15). Your conscience was designed by
God and given to you for the purpose of evaluating your
conduct. It "smiles" when your conduct is right, but
"frowns" when it is wrong. God intends for it to be an
instrument of blessing to bring tranquility and inner com-
posure. But sin in your life tampers with that tender con-
science, leaving it filled with gloom and fear. Christ's
salvation marvelously heals the crippled conscience.

Yes, without Christ you are a lonely rebel who does not
deserve pity. You have a will, therefore you are responsi-
ble for your own sin. There is no such thing as a "helpless
sinner."

Do you think it is an accident that this message was deliv-
ered to you? Do you think God is not concerned about how
you live and how you think? Put that out of your mind! All
the forces of heaven are calling to you. You are under the
influence of the "outpouring of the Holy Ghost." You must
face an hour of truth!

When the disciples asked the Lord, "Who then can be
saved?" Jesus answered, "With men it is impossible, but
not with God: for with God all things are possible" (Mark
10:26-27). Salvation is a cooperative effort. God initiates
the action, and you react. No man is EVER convicted and
converted accidentally! There are powerful, unseen forces
at work calling you to repent.

The Holy Spirit fights for your soul, showing you how
awful your sin really is. The Word of God pulls at your heart
showing you the "goodness of God that leads to repent-
ance." When the message from God's Word gets through
to you, it hits you hard-like a hammer breaking a heart of
stone. It brings powerful Holy Ghost conviction upon you
and exposes all hidden sin in your life.
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God also uses friends to lead you to Christ. A friend
interested in your soul gave you this publication. A true
friend will talk to you about the tender compassion of a
loving Savior, the joy of heaven, the wrath of God, the
terror of hell.

All these ways God uses to change your good intentions
into an act of true repentance. For salvation doesn't really
count until you truly repent!

"Joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that repenteth"
(Luke 15:7). Repentance must be your very own act. God
uses forces to draw you, but He never forces you to do
anything. You alone can turn the rudder of the "ship of
life" into the calm waters of obedience. Listen, your salva-
tion hinges on one thing: will you turn from sin? Or not?
Salvation without true repentance is absolutely impossible.

True repentance begins with a revelation and an admis-
sion of personal guilt. You cannot blame anyone else: par-
ents or environment. You must feel your guilt: admit that
you are in darkness, condemned, and unable to save your-

*self. Have you honestly faced the facts? "I am a guilty sin-
ner. I am lost. I am grieving God. I am living only for myself.
God, I am sorry." This is what you must do!

Repentance means to completely revolutionize your
mind concerning God, self, sin, and your will. God is wait-
ing to see how honest your repentance will be. When you
pray "Lord, I repent," you are actually promising "Lord,
I am changing my mind about everything. I see what sin
does to me. I am tired of selfish living, and I surrender my
will to you. Crush my own ambitions and put within me a
new heart."

Repentance is a complete turn away from being a rebel,
from ungodly friends, from secret sins and habits, from
filthy books, dirty stories, unclean jokes, from unintelligent
living, from wasting time, from anything and anybody that
will hinder your being a 100% follower of Christ.

Yes, "I repent" is much more than two little words said
under the influence of an emotional experience. It is a
declaration of new allegiance, a submission, a pledge to
denounce the world once and for all. Christ must become
your commander-in-chief. Stop being a little god to your-
self. Surrender your sword of bitterness, raise your flag
of surrender, and put your life under new management.

No salvation can take place without a very important step
being taken to walk in the path of holiness: FAITH! Faith
is the power that continues your conversion. A great num-
ber of passages in the Bible make it very plain that the
benefits of salvation become effective only by faith.

IMPORTANT: Faith is not a mere intellectual state of
belief. It IS a complete committal of the will and a full
trust and confidence that our sins are forever forgiven by
the sacrificial sufferings of Christ on the cross.

Wherever Jesus preached repentance, He preached
faith as a follow-up. Mark 1:15, "Repent ye, and believe
the gospel." John 6:47,48, "He that believeth on me hath
everlasting life. I am that bread of life."

This faith I am talking about requires deep thinking.
Your mind can't drift along in neutral with hopes based
on nothing more than happy feelings or "joy pop" religion.
Your faith will shift into gear only as you feed on the Word
of God and understand what it promises.

Some converts revert to the old life of fear and doubt,
than pathetically cry, "I didn't get anything; I don't feel
anything," because they did not possess faith. They did
not want to "strain" their minds, so they decided their
salvation didn't take.

You must reinforce your faith with Bible truth. Once and
for all decide, "God said it So I believe itAnd that settles its"
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Kathryn Kuhlman is seen and heard
by millions each week on nationwide
TV and radio. Her name is known
around the world as the author of
two best-selling books, I BELIEVE
IN MIRACLES and GOD CAN DO IT
AGAIN, both of which witness to
supernatural miracles of God today.
Miss Kuhlman is recognized as one
of the most outstanding Bible teach-
ers of this generation. Her books
have become the most popular
reading material in the armed forces,
especially in Vietnam. In an age of
turmoil and uncertainty, thousands
of young people look to her for a
word of wisdom. Her strict attention
to Bible truth Is clearly evident In
all her writings and teachings.

David Wilkerson is founder of Teen
Challenge, an organization started
when he began preaching in the
streets, in borrowed churches, and
in the hideouts of addicts. Today,
its headquarters is in a new inter-
national complex in Brooklyn. Other
centers are strategically located in
the United States, Canada, and
Europe. He is also the author of the
best-sellers, THE CROSS AND THE
SWITCHBLADE, PURPLE VIOLET
SQUISH, TWELVE ANGELS FROM
HELL, THE LITTLE PEOPLE, and
PARENTS ON TRIAL.

Hal Lindsey is well known on college
campuses as both author and lec-
turer. His fast selling book, THE
LATE GREAT PLANET EARTH, has
become one of the most read books
in young America today. Few books
have done more to focus attention
on the credibility of Bible prophecy
than this one. Hal's newest publica-
tion, SATAN ALIVE AND WELL ON
PLANET EARTH, delves even deep-
er Into the problems of our modern
society.
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Bob Summers went into the ssums
several years ago as a special teach]-
er for gang youth. The story of his
involvement there, ME THE FLUN-
KIE, is becoming a familiar book on
the school campuses of America.
Mr. Summers is no stranger either
in the lecture hall or among street
people. His new book, THE UNI-
VERSITY OF JESUS CHRIST, re-
flects his goal to quickly train new
disciples for today's world.

Pat Boone is one of the most re-
spected entertainers in Hollywood.
A very popular figure in leading
motion pictures, he recently starred
in the hit movie, THE CROSS AND
THE SWITCHBLADE. His songs
have sold over 30,000,000 albums.
Pat Boone is the author of two best
selling books, TWIX TWELVE AND
TWENTY and his latest A NEW
SONG. His Christian testimony is
known worldwide.
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But the new revolutionary Is ant-Intellecual
Burning llbraries

and boycong cla"h.
The new let prefers the thrill of activist phrases

Like UNDERMINE THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE
SYSTEM

and LIBERATE ALL
INSTINCTUAL NEEDS

Proof enough of the failure of the philosophe
To the right and left

who have done little Man Kin
repeat what has already saldl

"Songs, chanbt, and so0 of VW Slavic people
While prxnce and Lord are cpve In the p
In the future, by Idot wfu heade
Will be _vd as dim orase

Non dms the prophet, 1555

But this Is not the time to die.
It Is time to live

and only In Him Is the source of GP.:

JESUS CHRISTSOLID ROCK1
He bridges the gap beIween time and enlay

revealing the *eet all men now

"How to be born again?'9
Getting Into Him makes It happen.

Man becomes a new creation.
The old man with his ha ps
vanishes.

A NEW MAN IS BORN
Timeless and eternal-

who will never died
Revolution Is transitory and weak.

Jesus Christ brings retoration:
Something no revolution haa
everdone.

Initiation Into the restoration movement las only by DEATH-

To Self, to pride, to sin,

Life is now a base camp on the edge of time,
A platform for mounting expeditions

Into the origins of existence.
To loam how "to be bom again"

One assumes the possibility of getting lost
without becoming a casualty.

But the stresses of the sixties changed all that
When young people began to eat

the fruit of drugs and revolution.
Perhaps It started when the Kennedy laughter was cut off

By bullets: when our nation became expert
at staging State funerals.

The summer of love was replaced by the winter of "speed."
Original hippies of "Hasight" disappeared

Into the deserd
Teenyboppers began looking

For holes to hide in
Splitting and shivering became
epidemic.

"For thos who walk in darkness
Both In the day time and In the night time
The right time and right place are not here."

-T.S. Eliot

They went to the Indian to learn how to live off the land;
Communes sprang up like emergency wards

for emaciated victimsl
They were saying it with flowers,

But no one knew
they were funeral fowrs!

Life became boring, ugly. e s
Death seemed so satisfying,

pongfical and symbolic rhetoric

replaced wisdom.
A new left developed,

Baited by Herbert Marcuse and his Marxist
theory,

They flocked to hear
* "CAPITALISM IS COLLAPSING!"

The most wanted high school radicals

Sporting around In wire-wheled Triumphs
and silky pun-sleeved shifts
experienced polfItcal orgasms

wlh rutoar w ibraons.

"Caught In that ss mike all ee
Monuenwts of uonagin Inlsfet'

-Prophet and 1923 Nobel Pireden W.B YeS.

to the hiwod.r

Total realization and 1eral freedom Is the reward.
Answer that-If you can,

Herbert Marcusel

"Abouthe Time of the End, a body of men will be raised up
who will turn to Prophecies, and Insist upon their literal
Inpreatonm, In Me midtt of much clamor and opposition."
-Sir haac Newton, 300 years ago

V A .. .. .0f.. .0

life on the or time
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